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“The most honest book about climate change yet.” —The Atlantic“The Infinite Jest of climate

books.” —The BafflerA timely, eye-opening book about climate change and energy generation

that focuses on the consequences of nuclear power production, from award-winning author

William T. VollmannIn his nonfiction, William T. Vollmann has won acclaim as a singular voice

tackling some of the most important issues of our age, from poverty to violence to the dark soul

of American imperialism as it has played out on the U.S./Mexico border. Now, Vollmann turns

to a topic that will define the generations to come--the factors and human actions that have led

to global warming. Vollmann begins No Immediate Danger, the first volume of Carbon

Ideologies, by examining and quantifying the many causes of climate change, from industrial

manufacturing and agricultural practices to fossil fuel extraction, economic demand for electric

power, and the justifiable yearning of people all over the world to live in comfort. Turning to

nuclear power first, Vollmann then recounts multiple visits that he made at significant personal

risk over the course of seven years to the contaminated no-go zones and sad ghost towns of

Fukushima, Japan, beginning shortly after the tsunami and reactor meltdowns of 2011.

Equipped first only with a dosimeter and then with a scintillation counter, he measured

radiation and interviewed tsunami victims, nuclear evacuees, anti-nuclear organizers and pro-

nuclear utility workers.Featuring Vollmann's signature wide learning, sardonic wit, and

encyclopedic research, No Immediate Danger, whose title co-opts the reassuring mantra of

official Japanese energy experts, builds up a powerful, sobering picture of the ongoing

nightmare of Fukushima.



Praise for No Immediate Danger(Volume One of Carbon Ideologies)“Carbon Ideologies is an

almanac of global energy use . . . a travelogue to natural landscapes riven by energy

production . . . a compassionate work of anthropology that tries to make sense of man’s

inability to weigh future cataclysm against short-term comfort. . . . One of the most honest

books yet written on climate change.”—Nathaniel Rich, The Atlantic“No Immediate Danger

tussles with the comprehension-defying nature of climate change. . . . Terrifying insights are to

be found . . . It embodies the confusion of our current moment, the insidiousness of disbelief,

and the mania-inducing reality that our greatest threat is the hardest to act upon. It is a

feverish, sprawling archive of who we are, and what we’ve wrought.”—The Washington Post“In

the face of complex, contested data, Vollmann is a diligent and perceptive guide. He’s also

deeply mindful of those who’ve been sacrificed in the name of profits and political expediency.

Amid the Trump administration’s rollbacks of environmental protections, these are

incontestably important books.”—San Francisco Chronicle“Vollmann’s many fans . . . will not be

disappointed. . . . He packs research and voice into his impassioned works. . . . Reading these

two books did have an effect on me; I became even more conscious of the resources I waste in

my own life.”—John Schwartz, The New York Times Book Review“One of the enjoyable things

about this massive work is the way Vollmann employs irony, and that bluntest of irony called

sarcasm, throughout the volumes. He can be quite humorous. You might even call this the

Infinite Jest of climate books. . . . There’s something admirable, even noble, about the sheer

time and effort—and sheer humanity—that went into these volumes.”—The Baffler“Equal parts

gonzo journalism, hand-wringing confessional, and one hot mess . . . the books document

Vollmann’s quest to understand how capitalism, consumerism, and fossil fuels are ruining the

planet.”—Sierra“The best part of the books [are] the conversations Vollmann had during his

travels, the sensitive histories he gives of the places he visited, and the moral impressions

those conversations and places have made on him. It’s these parts that made Carbon

Ideologies a unique, lasting, definitive contribution to the global warming literature.”—The

Humanist“An elegy to our damned epoch that’s also a work of enlightenment and education . . .

The book is a performance of the vexations involved in trying to understand our energy

reality. . . . [Vollmann’s] project—not unlike that of his historical fiction—is to show with utmost

fidelity what it was like to be a human involved in terrible things.”—Los Angeles Review of

Books“[Provides] profound insights into both Japanese society and universal themes regarding

the human response to and preparation for major disasters and tragedies.”—International

Examiner“Vigilant in his precision, open-mindedness, and candor, Vollmann takes on global

warming. . . . [His] careful descriptions, touching humility, molten irony, and rueful wit, combined

with his addressing readers in ‘the hot dark future,’ makes this compendium of statistics, oral

history, and reportage elucidating, compelling, and profoundly disquieting.”—Booklist (starred

review)In No Good Alternative, the second volume of Carbon Ideologies, Vollmann turns to an

examination of coal mining and oil and natural gas production, in investigative journeys that

take him from West Virginia, Kentucky, and Colorado to Bangladesh, Mexico, and the United

Arab Emirates.PENGUIN BOOKSNO IMMEDIATE DANGERVOLUME ONE OF CARBON

IDEOLOGIESWilliam T. Vollmann is the author of ten novels, including Europe Central, which

won the National Book Award. He has also written four collections of stories, including The

Atlas, which won the PEN Center USA West Award for Fiction; a memoir; and eight works of

nonfiction, including Rising Up and Rising Down and Imperial, both of which were finalists for

the National Book Critics Circle Award, and No Good Alternative (Volume Two of Carbon



Ideologies). He lives in California.PENGUIN BOOKSAn imprint of Penguin Random House

LLCFirst published in the United States of America by Viking Penguin, an imprint of Penguin

Random House LLC, 2018Published in Penguin Books 2019Copyright © 2018 by William T.

VollmannPenguin supports copyright. Copyright fuels creativity, encourages diverse voices,

promotes free speech, and creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an authorized

edition of this book and for complying with copyright laws by not reproducing, scanning, or

distributing any part of it in any form without permission. You are supporting writers and

allowing Penguin to continue to publish books for every reader.“When the Wind Blows from the

South” was first published in different form by Byliner in 2011.“Harmful Rumors” first appeared

in different form in Harper’s in 2015.Maps and illustrations by the authorI will always remain

grateful to Harper’s for helping to underwrite my documentary projects, on which I rarely break

even.—WTVTHE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS HAS CATALOGED THE HARDCOVER EDITION

AS FOLLOWS:Names: Vollmann, William T., author.Title: Carbon ideologies / William T.

Vollmann.Description: New York, NY : Viking, 2018- |Subjects: LCSH: Power resources—Social

aspects. | Energy policy—Socialaspects. | Climatic changes—Social aspects.Classification:

LCC HD9502.A2 (ebook) | LCC HD9502.A2 V65 2018 (print) | DDC 333.79—dc23LC record

available atWhile the author has made every effort to provide accurate telephone numbers,

Internet addresses, and other contact information at the time of publication, neither the

publisher nor the author assumes any responsibility for errors or for changes that occur after

publication. Further, the publisher does not have any control over and does not assume any

responsibility for author or third-party websites or their content.Cover design by Lynn

BuckleyCover photograph: Herbert Kehrer / imageBROKER / Alamy Stock

PhotoVersion_4Note to the ReaderCarbon Ideologies was envisaged as a single work. When

the manuscript arrived, several times longer than its contractually stipulated maximum, my

publisher asked me to cut it. But for some reason, I just didn’t want to. After anxious

negotiations, Viking finally agreed to indulge me once more, and it was decided to break the

book into two. (My gratitude is expressed in the acknowledgments section.)This first volume,

No Immediate Danger, contains a primer on global warming, and reportage about the

wondrous effects of nuclear power in Japan. A subsequent volume, No Good Alternative, will

deal equally cheerfully with coal, natural gas and oil.As originally laid out, Carbon Ideologies

ended with a section of definitions and conversions. What is the difference between a gamma

ray and an alpha particle? How many gallons of Mexican crude oil would it take to do the work

of a ton of bituminous Appalachian coal? Some of this information, particularly the items on

heat, energy, efficiency and power, gets referenced throughout the whole work. Where then

should it go? Viking and I decided to place it all at the end of the first volume, where it could

find immediate use. To reduce expenses, it will not be reprinted at the end of the second

volume.The primer and the conversions section are both references. Anyone wishing to skip

those can read between here and here.Carbon Ideologies also contains about 129,000 words

of source notes, citations and calculations. I am sorry to say that Viking could not justify the

cost of printing these. Therefore, Carbon Ideologies will be the first of my books to contain a

component which exists only in the electronic ether (see https://

www.penguinrandomhouse.com/carbonideologies). I will deposit a copy of that section in my

archive at the Ohio State University.All this renders the first volume particularly uninviting. It

also makes that volume more practically useful, in exact proportion to its dreariness. Perhaps

some unborn desperate generation will be helped by those pages in finally crafting a social

code of thermodynamic work.The title of Volume I was proposed by my editor, Mr. Paul Slovak.

It refers to an official phrase often deployed by the Japanese authorities after the accident at



Fukushima. I consider this an inspired title. The title for the second volume, No Good

Alternative, was one of several that I proposed, and while the final result was not my first

choice, it now rings aptly in my mind’s ear. Meanwhile, please let me reiterate that Carbon

Ideologies is all one work.WTVSacramento, April 2017Near Dhaka, BangladeshA crime is

something someone else commits.John Steinbeck, 1961Barcelona port facilityI dedicate this

book to my daughter Lisa, who cannot live anywhere else but in our future.Carbon Ideologies is

a companion to Poor People and Rising Up and Rising Down, which I wrote some years ago.

All three volumes use induction to generalize from subjective case studies into analytical

categories of the phenomenon under investigation. Although I do take sides (against the ill-

regulated abuses of energy, and not practically for anything), I strive not to judge individuals,*

not even myself: Coal, oil, natural gas and nuclear power, haven’t I consumed them all?—

Better an honest muddler than a carbon-powered hypocrite.Contents: VOLUME IPraise for No

Immediate DangerAbout the AuthorTitle PageCopyrightNote to the

ReaderEpigraphDedicationList of Maps and Illustrations0. WHEN WE KEPT THE LIGHTS ON

—About the “Primer” Section*About TablesAbout Photographs—PRIMERWhat Was the Work

For?Power Wastage by Group-Driven Machine Tools, ca. 1945About WastePower Wastage

During Machining Operations at an Unspecified Toyota Factory, ca. 2000Power Wastage by

Devices in Standby Mode, 2000–2010About DemandWhat Was the Work For?

(continued)Ratios of Per Capita Power Consumption to Per Capita Gross Domestic

ProductComparative Energy Requirements, in multiples of 1 British Thermal UnitAbout

PowerPer Capita Power Consumption, ca. 1925 and ca. 2014, in multiples of the 1925

Japanese averageComparative Power Requirements and Energy Usages, in multiples of what

was needed per minute ca. 1975 to operate a plug-in vibratorWhat Was the Work For?

(continued)Energy Required to Move an American Car One Mile, 1949 and 2010Carbon

Ideologies ApproachedAbout DataAbout Data SuppressionAbout Disbelief“Consider It Good

Fortune”Carbon Dioxide Concentrations in Our Atmosphere, as Recorded at Mauna Loa

Observatory in Hawaii, 1959 and 2004, in multiples of the 1959 valueCarbon Dioxide

Emissions from Fuel Combustion, World and Selected Countries, 1971 and 2014, in multiples

of the U.S. percentage increase over that periodCarbon Ideologies DefinedAbout CarbonAbout

AgricultureThe Three Most Dangerous Greenhouse Gases as of 2011, their percentage

increases since 1750 and their percentages of total national emissionsAbout Industrial

ChemicalsThe Parable of Adipic AcidAbout ManufacturingEnergy and Coal Requirements to

Manufacture One Pound Each of the “Big Five” Materials, ca. 2013, in multiples of the energy

needed for cementAbout TransportationThe Three Most Dangerous Sectors of Human Activity,

2012–14Maximum-Range Carbon Dioxide Emissions of Selected Aircraft, in multiples of the

“Pampa” Argentine attack jet’s (2003)About Power PlantsInnate Energies versus Actual Electric

Power Generated: Oil, Coal and Natural Gas, in multiples of the energy loss for oil (U.S.A.,

2014)Comparative Power Efficiencies, in multiples of lowest gas-turbine efficiency as of

1957Power and ClimatePower Generation’s Share of Greenhouse Gas Emissions for Selected

Countries, 2007–14, in multiples of the 2012 European Union valuePrimary Greenhouse Gas

and Precursor Emissions from American Power Generation, 2014, in multiples of the value for

nitrous oxideAbout Solar EnergySolar Energy En Route to Earth’s Surface, by seasonal

angular alterations and by atmospheric absorption and refraction, ca. 1957, 1976About

Greenhouse GasesComparative Carbon Dioxide Emissions of Power Plants, 2014, in multiples

of those released by natural gas facilitiesComparative One-Century Global Warming Potentials,

in multiples of carbon dioxide’sComparative Responsibilities for Greenhouse Gas Emissions,

2007, in multiples of the figure for food productionAbout FuelsAverage Fuel Consumption in



Moving One American Electric Light Rail Car One Mile, ca. 1979, in multiples of pounds of

gasoline requiredCarbon Dioxide Emissions of Common Fuels, in multiples of natural gas’s

(2007)Carbon Dioxide Emissions of Common Fuels, in multiples of lignite’sCriticisms of

Common Fuels, 1980–2012Comparative Calorific Efficiencies, in multiples of the thermal

energy of blast furnace gas—NUCLEARNuclear IdeologyAbout UraniumCalorific Efficiencies

of Coal, Oil, Natural Gas, Uranium-235 and Plutonium-239, in multiples of the thermal energy

of coalAbout Nuclear Reactors1. LOWER THAN FOR REAL ESTATE AGENTSComparative

Measured Radiation Levels, 2014–15 (with Hiroshima readings from 2017), in multiples of

lowest Sacramento interior readingMarch 2011: When the Wind Blows from the South

(Fukushima)Carbon Dioxide Emissions from Fossil Fuels: Japan, U.S. and World, 1980 and

2011, in multiples of the 1980 Japanese valueFebruary 2014: Harmful Rumors

(Fukushima)Relative Strontium-90 Concentrations in Perch Lake (Canada), 1963October

2014, with a Hanford Excursion in August 2015: The Red Zones (Hanford, Washington;

Fukushima)Lowest and Highest Measured One-Minute Average Radioactivities in Selected

Safe Cities, 2014–15Concentrations of Radioactive Phosphorus at Hanford Nuclear Site, 1954–

58Other Concentration Factors at Hanford, 1954–58Measured Radioactivities of Selected

Drainpipes and Sewer Gratings, 2014–15Comparative Average Radiation Levels, 2014, in

multiples of the Sacramento averageCesium Concentrations in Iitate Mushrooms,

2014Cesium-137 Released in the World’s Two Worst Nuclear DisastersHow Radioactive Was

It? or, Extracts from an Official WebsiteNormalization on the RocksLowest and Highest

Radiation Measurements in Selected Red Zone Cities, 2014Their Standard Is as Arbitrary as

Ours: Some allowable cesium concentrations in food, Ukraine and JapanPostscript: Japan

Sees the LightGlobal Distribution of Nuclear Reactors in 2014, with added statistics—

Definitions, Units and ConversionsTable 1: Commonly Mentioned Radiocontaminants in

FukushimaTable 2: Other Isotopes of InterestRadioactivity of Selected Library Interiors, 2014–

15Dosimeter and Frisker Readings at Various Dental X-Ray Settings, 2015Multiples of Outdoor

Background Level at Dentist’s Office, 2015Carbon Dioxide Emissions of Various Fuels When

Producing 2013 American Winter Peak Electrical Load Capacity, in multiples of natural

gas’sSources, Notes and CalculationsAcknowledgmentsList of Maps and

IllustrationsMAPSFukushima Places Mentioned / hereHanford Reach National Monument /

hereILLUSTRATIONSNear Dhaka, Bangladesh / hereBarcelona port facility / here0. When We

Kept the Lights OnOn display at the Kentucky Coal Mining Museum, 2015 / hereTransmission

towers near Ruwais, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates / hereGlass facade, Sharjah /

herePrimerRetired derrick at Devon Oil and Gas Exploration Park, Oklahoma City / hereThis

Bangladeshi woman was harvesting corn and carrying it unassisted. Who would have

begrudged her some electric help? / hereCommemoration of mobilized war workers,

Hiroshima / hereSales promotion, Dubai, United Arab Emirates / herePetroleum mural in

Cushing, Oklahoma / herePastry-making machine, Kyoto / hereWoman walking past the

Flamingo substation, Las Vegas / hereThe pleasures of electricity in Hiroshima: 1 / hereThe

pleasures of electricity in Hiroshima: 2 / hereAmmonium sulfate fertilizer, made by a famous

petrochemical firm / hereCauliflower vendor, Pakistan / herePlastic items, Phillips Petroleum

Company Museum, Oklahoma / hereThe oil derrick and “horse head” on this sign near

Cushing, Oklahoma, make vivid the fungibility of fossil fuels / hereUndies made in Thailand

and sold in U.S.A. (82% nylon) / hereSteel wrenches in hardware store window, Sharjah

Emirate, U.A.E. / hereSharjah Corniche view / hereAll five of the “big five”: paper cartons

(enclosing plastic cups), with steel- and aluminum-containing cars and a two-tiered

cementscape, in Poza Rica, Veracruz / hereAll-aluminum shell of Sumida Hokusai Museum in



Tokyo / herePlastics in a supermarket, Kyoto / herePaper fans for sale, Kyoto / hereView of Las

Vegas freeway from my airplane seat / hereModel of coal-fired power plant, Kentucky Coal

Mining Museum. The “smoke” is white cotton. / hereJohn E. Amos coal-fired power plant, Nitro,

West Virginia / hereRefrigerators transported by dhow for sale, Dubai, U.A.E. / hereAwaiting

fuel combustion in Kazakhstan / hereNuclear1. Lower Than for Real Estate AgentsTepco’s

infamous Plant No. 1 / hereWhen the Wind Blows from the SouthA crossroads in Sendai /

hereSelf-Defense Forces soldier on corpse detail / hereBuddha in destroyed house /

hereMembers of the Hotsuki family in temporary housing / hereMr. Utsumi Takehiro,

Ishinomaki / hereMr. Kawanami Shugoro / hereMrs. Ito Yukiko / hereA neighbor of Mrs. Ito’s /

hereIshinomaki tsunamiscape / hereDead fish by Mrs. Ito’s house / hereA temporary grave in

Ishinomaki / hereSearching for bodies in Ishinomaki / hereIshinomaki street / hereView of

Kesennuma / hereMr. Murakami Takuto, Oshima / hereOshima. The topmost plate in the stack

on the lowest shelf shows what level is. This china cabinet leaned alone in a field; the house

was gone. / hereSearching for bodies in Oshima / hereWarning signs at the edge of the outer

ring / hereTypical living quarters at Big Palette / hereNuclear evacuees at Big Palette. These

people arrived earlier, so they had more living space than was the rule (see previous photo). /

hereEvacuees just outside Big Palette / hereOld man in the countryside near Tamura City /

hereInner ring checkpoint in Kawauchi / hereRecently abandoned house, Kawauchi /

hereAcross the river from the Fuel Hall in Hiroshima / hereHarmful RumorsBlack bags at the

Northern Iwaki Rubbish Disposal Center / hereBlack bags near Naraha; shadows of WTV and

interpreter at lower left / hereRuined pachinko parlor, Tomioka / hereWeeds and window,

Tomioka / hereNuclear checkpoint on Highway 6, Tomioka / hereMr. Hamamatsu Koichi, Iwaki /

hereTemporary housing near Hisanohama (north of Iwaki) / hereMs. Kuwahara Akiyo, Tomioka

Life Recovery Support Center, Iwaki / hereDecontamination “superior” and construction boss at

a radioactive waste site near Iwaki / hereSnow-heaped entrance of abandoned home,

Kawauchi / hereKawauchi barbershop in April 2011 / hereThe same in February 2014 /

hereCentral business district, Tomioka / hereInterior of garment shop, Tomioka /

hereDressmaker’s form and mannequin in garment shop, Tomioka / hereAcross the street from

the garment shop / hereRemains of Japan Rail station, Tomioka / hereMr. Endo Kazuhiro in

front of his former home, Tomioka / hereFrisking Mr. Endo’s daughter’s fishing rod /

hereHayama Shrine, Tomioka / hereWatching the anti-nuclear march, Iwaki / hereAnti-nuclear

woman / hereSome of the marchers, with police escort / hereTepco men watching the

protesters present their demands / hereShinjuku, Tokyo, 2014 / hereThe Red ZonesWarning

sign, Hanford, Washington / hereTypical air dose just off the Hanford Site: 0.001 micros a

minute, or 0.06 micros an hour—the lowest reading the frisker could show. The building in this

photo was downstream of the B Reactor. / hereTom on the river / hereFrisking a bag of mostly

dried Hanford mud / hereFrisking a grating in Tomioka / hereRed zone border marker in

Tomioka. As you can see, the yellow zone’s air dose was 2.34 micros per hour. /

hereApproaching the steps of White Bird Shrine, Iitate (3.14 micros) / hereGuard at entrance to

Iitate red zone / hereThe two shrine figures (3.08 micros) / hereA 21st-century crop on Mr.

Shigihara Yoshitomo’s land / herePortrait of Mr. Shigihara’s grandchildren (1.084 micros) /

hereMr. Shigihara in the parlor of his former home. He wears his dosimeter on a neck cord. /

hereFrisking the hill with the ocean view (6.79 micros) / hereMr. Yoshikawa Aki and Mr. Kojima

living the dream in Tomioka. At this spot the radiation was a mere 0.5 micros per hour—less

than 5 millis a year. / hereWeeds on highway at J Village / hereDeserted playground in

Naraha / hereBlack bags and half-built incinerators, Tomioka / hereA house in Tomioka, with

pampas grass in foreground and background / hereCommencement of red zone. As the frisker



shows, the air dose here in the yellow zone was 3.75 micros. To the immediate right of the

warning sign, it was not significantly higher. In several other Tomioka locations the air dose

rose within two or three steps after crossing into a red zone. / hereTomioka street sign (1.054

micros) / hereSituation map at the Okuma Town office / here“WELCOME TO OKHUMA” /

hereA shop in the Okuma central business district / hereCentral business district panorama /

hereMr. Tazawa Norio, former resident, dressed for the radioactive weather / hereMr. Suzuki

Hisatomo, one of the Okuma officials who guided me, affecting a more devil-may-care style

with his coveralls / hereFrisking a tomb at Hen Jo Temple (7.00 micros) / hereThe seashore at

Okuma. Note the sheared-off crown of the pine tree. / hereTsunami-wrecked Okuma house

(7.40 micros) / hereRuins and pampas grass by the fish hatchery / hereA grating by the

hatchery, measured at 18.03 micros / hereMy highest measurement in Japan (41.5 micros),

with a fine view of my sad shoe covers / herePlant No. 1, Reactors No. 1, 2 and 3 /

hereReactors No. 3 and 4 / hereDecontaminating the interpreter, who has already removed her

protective suit / hereTomioka: Afternoon rush at the Night Pub Sepia / hereThe hole in the

foliage, with the frisker going up from 2 to 7 micros / hereCentral business district, Tomioka /

hereRorikon (“Lolita complex”) girls in Electric City, Tokyo / hereDefinitions, Units and

ConversionsFacade of Watt Electricals, Dubai, U.A.E. / here0When We Kept the Lights OnWe

all have in us the ghosts of long-vanished things, of fallen cities and marvelous machines.Gene

Wolfe, 19821Someday, perhaps not long from now, the inhabitants of a hotter, more dangerous

and biologically diminished planet than the one on which I lived may wonder what you and I

were thinking, or whether we thought at all. This book is for them.When I read another

embrittled document predicting the disappearance of bison from the American Plains, my

melancholy is untainted by urgency. Captive bison do survive, but the great herds have been

gone since 1884. And as I write this book about coal, oil, natural gas and atomic power, I do

my best to look as will the future upon the world in which I lived—namely, as surely, safely

vanished. Nothing can be done to save it; therefore, nothing need be done. Hence this little

book scrapes by without offering solutions. There were none; we had none.* All the same, it

may not be uninteresting to learn what went on in the minds of buffalo hunters, Indian killers,

coal miners, freeway drivers, homeowners and nuclear engineers.In the time when I lived, it

was still possible to meet Americans who disbelieved in global warming, although the ones I

knew became shyer and rarer in about 2013. In 2016, they helped elect Donald Trump

President, upon which their various carbon ideologies naturally came roaring back.“We sure

need a good Sierra snowpack this year,” said a contractor friend of mine. “Skiing was lousy last

year and the year before. If we can only get some snow, that will make those global warming

people shut up.”—That was just before Christmas. Come spring, the snowpack was 6% of what

we had been calling normal. But why not call California a special case? Up in Washington the

snowpack was a full 16% of what it should have been; and by May, “seeing things happen at

this time of year we just have never seen before,” Governor Inslee declared a “statewide

drought emergency.”—Fortunately, my contractor friend was vindicated, and those global

warming people utterly foiled, for after a long dry year, the subsequent winter blew flurry-rich,

and by January the Sierra snow level had reached 115%!February turned unseasonably warm.

The leftwing hoaxers got impudent again. As for the skeptics, they took strength in the fact that

carbon forecasters of other stripes had been wrong before, in token of which I quote from my

grandfather’s Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook, copyright 1958: Petroleum would soon run out!

The peak of production in the United States should come about 1965 . . . World shortage of

petroleum may be expected to begin about 1960.—If only!—As for coal, in predicting that

American production would reach its height in about 1975 the Handbook was not far wrong,



but it anticipated that a world shortage of total world fossil fuels . . . would be noticeable around

that same year, which is precisely when a build-your-own-alternative-style-house primer

warned us all: A Federal Power Commission staff study, released in January of 1975,

concluded that natural gas production from the forty-eight contiguous states has reached its

peak and will decline for the indefinite future.—We were all on the verge of getting cold!—But

in 1993 the National Coal Association announced that “at present rates of use” our coal

reserves can be expected to last nearly 250 years. There are about 1,000 tons of recoverable

coal for every man, woman and child in the United States. Then came fracking, which afforded

gas enough to toast us in our planetary oven.On display at the Kentucky Coal Mining

Museum*In each of these dull and distant comedies, we got condemned to future deprivation,

and then the diagnosis brightened! (I myself got cynical; I didn’t care; I chalked it up to financial

manipulation.) In 1999 my atlas advised me that oil might last another 40 years if we were

lucky. And in 2015, as I sat beside the automatic gas fire, writing Carbon Ideologies, Iran

announced intentions to increase her gas output by 40% in the next five years, while coal

prices fell farther; oil prices had just decreased again: There remained enough fossil fuels to

choke us all! So why not deal sharply with pessimists, or refrain from dealing with them at all?

Mr. Jonathan Lee, whose company rented out supertankers, felt as excited as a rookie

because you are seeing history change before your eyes! China and India meanwhile began

seizing a bargain opportunity to top off their petroleum reserves. The prior errors of prophecy

proved that no one knew anything about anything; therefore, climate change was the merest

hot air.Not far from the disbelievers dwelled those who couldn’t be bothered about “an

ecosystem somewhere.”* In 2016 a kindly barber told me: “I don’t really think none about it,

although I have to say that when I see people pick up cigarette butts from the sidewalk I

appreciate their caring, and people that care about the earth, I mean, that’s nice, and when I

think about the polar bears losing their land, I do feel touched about that, because I care a lot

about animals.” For him, an ecosystem was something to watch on television while he ate

takeout pizza. He was a decent fellow who had never been consulted by the carbon vendors—

whose systems of extraction and delivery had long since become invisibly ubiquitous.In 2014

my friend Philip, a cheerful, hardworking realtor in his early 40s, allowed that global warming

might exist, but that it was natural and “evolutionary”; the human race had little to do with it. For

years we had drunk together and listened to each other, so I asked him to tell me more. “Why

should I concentrate on anything that stresses me out?” he demanded, and when I saw that

the subject might dent his cheerfulness, I changed it.Kindred sorts reassured me that our new

weather was “natural” and cyclical, and therefore required no action. Indeed, precious little

action was taken. For more than 40 years, Homer City Generating Station in Pennsylvania has

spewed sulfur dioxide from two of its three units completely unchecked, . . . because it is largely

exempt from federal air pollution laws . . . Last year, the facility released 114,245 tons of sulfur

dioxide, more than all of the power plants in neighboring New York combined. This pollutant

was both a killer of many organisms and a dangerous “precursor” gas with unpredictable

effects on the climate.* In 2011, the Environmental Protection Agency finally demanded that

Homer City clean up. After threatening immediate and devastating consequences and losing a

lawsuit, the utility found a way to comply—without even raising its electricity rates. When I read

this tale in the newspaper, my first emotion was happy astonishment that mitigation had proved

so practicable—after which I felt all the more amazed that Big Coal kept digging in its heels

against reducing harmful emissions elsewhere—and was allowed to do so—while Big Oil and

Big Frack behaved much the same. (As for Big Nuke, its mantra, as we shall see, was: No

immediate danger.)—In 2017, a fellow who had repeatedly sued the EPA was appointed to run



the agency. Well, after all, who gave a damn about some old ecosystem somewhere? (A

newspaper item: Pounded Again, Coastal Town May Consider a Retreat. Just repairing and

repairing the sea walls—it isn’t a permanent solution with the ocean coming ever closer to us.

Those words used to be exotic, back when I was alive.) Who could say whether somewhere

might be here? That ecosystem’s peculiarities had always lain beyond our ken. Although

odorless methane might be accompanied by the scent of crude oil, and while carbon dioxide,

that colorless gas with a faintly pungent odor and acid taste, sometimes heralded itself in jet

trails and smokestack-clouds, both of these quickly vanished into our all-accepting sky. Then

what? As a West Virginian pastor told me (you will meet him in the coal section): “Here you do

see the smokestacks and you know that they do put off the smoke and everything, but it seems

to me that the earth is so large and there are so many trees and everything that how could

manmade equipment put up enough smoke to make a difference?” His question was

absolutely reasonable. Answering it would have required the help of scientists, instruments and

historical records. Even then, causation could never be proved. All one might hope to establish

was plausible correlation with predictive value. Most of us were non-correlators; to us the

clashing claims felt wearisome, complicated, inscrutable. It took me all my life merely to

understand aspects of myself—and why shouldn’t the latest scaremongers be as wrong as the

Cassandras of “peak oil”? In Bangladesh I met coal mine workers and even a labor union

leader who had never heard of global warming; of course they asserted that there was “no

alternative” to coal extraction. Indeed, they proved their own point.I remember another

courteous old West Virginian who had just been speaking cogently about his childhood, his

coal miner father and the decline of coal extraction in Appalachia; he grew vaguer when I

requested his views on climate change: “I’m sure it’s got something to do with the situation on

TV”—meaning that he had seen television footage of weather-related disasters, and supposed

that global warming might be part of the cause. “That’s part of the pollution problem,” he

allowed. Then he added, and I failed to follow his logic, “That’s why the EPA is doing what they

are, stepping beyond their authority, I think, in a lot of ways.”“Do you think coal contributes to

global warming?”He reassured me: “They’ve got technology now that can cut all the pollution

out.”Had it only been so!—In fact it was so a little bit, as Homer City unwillingly proved—but our

captains of fuel and electricity resisted even that little for all they were worth, which was

plenty.Anyhow, that good old man, who cannot be faulted for the incompleteness of his

knowledge on greenhouse gases; and the disdainers of somewhere-nowhere ecosystems, the

gloom-and-doom handwringers like me, the climate change deniers and the consoling weather-

cycle asserters, we were all outnumbered by ordinary practical folks for whom cheap energy

and a paycheck incarnated all relevance. One fellow wrote in to the newspaper: My son works

in the coalfields of southern West Virginia[;] he supports my two grandchildren by mining the

coal that keeps the lights on in America—this last phrase being often used by my nation’s

carbon ideologues. So I know firsthand the importance of winning the war on coal that Obama

declared five years ago. Whether it was truly Obama who started it, who our enemy was, and

whether America’s lights might beneficially be dimmed here and there, failed to encumber him.

The maintenance of his two grandchildren trumped other arguments; their needs caused him

to know firsthand the small selfish thing that he knew. I will not celebrate him, but I decline to

blame him, either. Why should his kin go hungry? (You in our future can go hungry instead;

after all, we don’t even know you.)In The Wall Street Journal’s “Notable & Quotable” section, a

so-called “environmental writer” enlarged his argument into a carbon eulogy:In 1971 China

derived 40 percent of its energy from renewables. Since then, it has powered its incredible

growth almost exclusively on heavily polluting coal, lifting a historic 680 million people out of



poverty . . . A recent analysis from the Centre for Global Development shows that $10 billion

invested in such renewables [as solar energy] would help lift 20 million people in Africa out of

poverty. It sounds impressive, until you learn that if this sum was spent on gas electrification it

would lift 90 million people out of poverty. So in choosing to spend that $10 billion on

renewables, we deliberately end up choosing to leave more than 70 million people in darkness

and poverty.In other words, back when I lived, some of us believed that heavily polluting coal

could somehow lift people out of poverty without impoverishing us in any more fundamental

way. We believed that because it was convenient to believe it. So we kept the lights on.2A

Russian woman opined that the winters of her city, Saint Petersburg, were often just as severe

as formerly, but their duration had diminished from five to four months. Well, but what could

such anecdotes prove? (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1911: As concerns the popular impression

regarding change of climate, it is clear at the start that no definite answer can be given on the

basis of tradition or of general impression.) I went to Mexicali for half a week, and found the

nights hotter than I remembered, but a taxi driver who had lived there all his life insisted that

temperatures were unchanged, although the humidity might have increased. (Across the

border, another cab driver told me that his relatives in Algiers were now experiencing snow,

which they had almost never seen; they loved it.) A fellow Californian who had backpacked the

Sierras for decades returned from a hike in June, when he would have expected to see wet

green meadows, and then snow at the high elevations; this time he told me: “A lot of trees dead

and dying. Kind of alarming, actually.”—Again, these observations described only weather.

They proved nothing about climate.—A businessman in Bangladesh asserted that 20% of his

country would lie underwater within 35 years. (You from the future might know that more of it

sank faster.) And as we waited to board our Amtrak train in Sacramento, I asked the old lady

who stood beside me on the platform whether she believed in global warming, to which she

said: “Oh, absolutely. Even the children are getting sunburned more easily. When you wear

black pants you feel the sun sooner. We’ve done too many things not knowing what the effect

would be.”“What should we do about it?”“Pray. That’s all we can do.”That was how so many of

us felt! We couldn’t make any practical difference. As the Unabomber calculated in his

manifesto: When a decision affects . . . a million people, then each of the affected individuals

has, on the average, only a one-millionth share in making the decision. So we couldn’t do

anything. Or else we just didn’t want to. In 2015, when the price of crude oil decreased by half,

the U.S. Congress might have increased the fuel tax, however modestly, and employed the

proceeds on funding renewable energy (or, if nothing else, on building seawalls). In its

customary elevated style, Time magazine announced how everything would actually play

out:CASHING IN: THE DROP IN OIL PRICES IS EQUIVALENT TO A $125 BILLION TAX CUT.

HERE’S WHAT THAT MEANS: . . . BIG CARS ARE BACK.Accordingly, solar energy stocks

decreased in value; sales of hybrid vehicles declined. How could we help it that we liked big

cars? There was nothing to do but watch the buffalo get slaughtered.3For awhile our

powerlessness got represented and recapitulated up through various levels of government. In

2014 the Attorney General of West Virginia announced: The Office’s end goal is to stop the

EPA from hurting our state, and if we can’t do that, we plan to at least gum up the works

enough so that it limits the damage that the Obama administration can inflict on our citizens.

The defiant frustration in his utterance, which played well to certain interests, must have been

felt in greater measure by the White House’s feeble occupant. (Near the end of his second term

he sadly remarked: “There’s this notion that there’s something I might have done that would

prevent Republicans to [sic] deny climate change . . .”) You see, we were all feeble! A West

Virginian delegate (who happened to be a coal miner) complained that Obama “speaks as



though the Earth’s climate ends and begins at the shores of the United States, while willfully

ignoring the fact that China is revving up its economy by using coal”—some of which came

from the United States, a fact he willfully ignored. In other words, we Americans could hardly

make a difference; therefore, nobody should make us try.*Accordingly, carbon’s ideologues

empowered themselves when and where they could. In 2015, a Wisconsin agency that

manages thousands of acres of state land . . . banned its employees from working on climate

change issues while on the job. The only person who voted against that ban, Wisconsin’s

Secretary of State, was a scientist. In other words, he actually possessed the competence to

determine whether or not our actions could “put up enough smoke to make a difference.”

Remarking that climate change was in fact altering forests, he decried “the trend of public

officials who, either out of ignorance or out of political expediency, deny climate change.”—And

so denial led happily to silence.*Meanwhile the Pope, who had also unfortunately been

encumbered with scientific training, prepared to release a key policy document which is

expected to blame mankind for climate change, a view which has enraged US sceptics who

say religious leaders have no right to take part in a scientific debate.In that year the Norwegian

Parliament, the Church of England, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund and the French insurance

entity AXA all decided to divest in varying degrees from coal-associated businesses;

fortunately for order and tradition, these measures would have little or no impact on the vast

market capitalization of most companies.*So the War on Coal rolled on, until we all lost.4The

future for which I write will most likely also be a more radioactive time. Just as we continued

mining the coal, fracking the shale and drilling the oil that kept the lights on in America, not to

mention Bangladesh, even as carbon dioxide levels crept up and up in our atmosphere, so it

was that even after Hiroshima, Chernobyl and Fukushima, plenty of Japanese kept assuring

me that nuclear power was “necessary.” (You will hear from them in this book.) It might have

been “better,” at least. According to the first Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, low

level radiation is probably less “dangerous” than the emissions from burning coal. Anyhow, I

hope that you in the future have learned how to make your spent fuel rods safe.5As I shuttled

here and there to write this book, I came to find certain effects of oil, coal, natural gas and

nuclear power comparable if not exactly equivalent. All of them undermined you in one way or

another—a matter invariably minimized by the corporate entities that produced them—and all

were tolerated or even celebrated by people whose children they endangered, because how

else could the lights stay on?I who send this letter to the future hereby plead that we were no

more evil or even selfish than anyone else. As a friend wrote to me: “Yes, I do want to have

children—and I hope to leave them some kind of world to inherit, one where there are still birds

and rivers and salmon.” Wasn’t her heart as good as yours?Some of us lived in a fairly robust

democracy of opinion, but lacked any democracy of ideas, let alone of policy. Our various

educational systems failed to impart the minimum knowledge which a citizen would have

needed to judge coal, nuclear power and other methods of keeping on the lights. This

knowledge would have entailed some competence in the following procedures: carrying out

simple mathematical conversions, marshalling facts, comparatively quantifying energies,

emissions and efficiencies; performing risk-benefit analyses, deducing the specific material

interests of each carbon ideologue, recognizing omissions, inaccuracies and outright lies,

positing and testing relationships between facts, verifying and disproving all claims, including

our own—and, most crucially, deciding what we needed to know, and how to seek that

information.* Some apparent phenomena would still have resisted measurement and much

would have remained arguable. But the less we measured, the more conveniently we could

argue—while the threat continued to become a calamity. Some lonely soul in Florida whose



basement kept flooding might blame the landlord instead of the climate—and who was I to

dispute his theory? In President Trump’s time it got even better; his administration coined the

phrase alternative facts. Meanwhile, each cool day disproved global warming anew—because

in the time when I lived (and maybe every time), official communicators hindered us from

learning the semantics of “experts,” while encouraging us to pretend that information could in

and of itself be “entertainment,” so that any nuanced statement became inferior to an easy

answer. The “experts” liked it that way, of course; so did the spin doctors and cost-cutters, the

anti-secularists, politicians, industrialists, tired “consumers,” schoolchildren, wildcatters, go-

getters, marketing consultants, advertisers and bought technicians.To be sure, there were

some experts, whose knowledge and integrity I will honor in these pages. We should have

listened to them.In Japan the people relied on their leaders great and small. An understanding

of, say, radioactivity was not required. The officials in contaminated areas discouraged what

were called harmful rumors. Citizens tried to believe in the goodness of corporations and the

sincerity of cabinet ministers, or else shut out of mind what could not be helped. They lacked

comprehension of the various waves and particles that threatened them, not to mention the

units of measurement used in media pronouncements. We all learned to live with what we

could not see. In the “red” zones, the word of the day was “invisible.” And in America, morning

television kept the climate crisis invisible by emoting on and on about a man whose house

collapsed in a sinkhole, or devoting 20 minutes of live aerial footage to a high-speed police

chase. Should they express themselves on those urgent subjects, my fellow citizens might be

rewarded with the momentary half-attention of strangers. They were rarely troubled for their

opinions on anything that mattered.Of course we did it to ourselves; we had always been

intellectually lazy, and the less asked of us, the less we had to say. Again, we were no worse

than others. (If anything, we might have been less rigid in our ideas than the Assyrians.) In our

time the sky never stopped raining claims and counterclaims. We came to think that we had

heard them all. Had we in the teeth of our complacent miseducation arrived at any common

conclusion, we lacked the power to enact it. So we lived private lives, not worrying about the

unpreventable, while the “experts” kept cashing in.So did I. When I lived, the profit motive was

unanswerable. An unemployed West Virginian told me: “Well, I can’t blame them coal

companies for going away. I mean, business is business.”For those who couldn’t aspire to

profit, mere survival was even harder to argue with. An art teacher in that same county (the

high school where he taught sat right on top of a mountaintop removal mine) remarked: “It’s

cultural devastation to lose families in the coal mines and it’s cultural devastation to have

families break up when men can’t feed their loved ones. When you make a product, and you

base it on the labor of men’s backs, and then you take it away, you turn us into a Third World

country.” Naturally he did not want the coal companies to take it away. Coal was poison, sure. It

poisoned the rivers when it got cleaned. His solution: “Why do you clean coal? It’s got dust on

it. Why not make the Chinese clean their own coal?”—He was another good man, who couldn’t

see that what hurt the Chinese would eventually hurt us. Well, maybe he saw it and didn’t care.

Were I in his shoes, or in his pupils’ shoes, I might have behaved the same. I might have said:

“It’s going to be a hungry winter, and the baby’s sick, and I can’t pay the electric bill. Let me

worry about my own.”—Isn’t that how it must be for you in our starving future?We all lived for

money, and that is what we died for.Now that we are all gone, someone from the future is

turning this book’s brittle yellow pages. Unimpressed with what I have written so far, he wishes

to know why I didn’t do more, because when I was alive there were elephants and honeybees;

in the Persian Gulf people survived the summers without protective suits; the Arctic permafrost

had only begun to sizzle out methane; San Francisco towered above water, and there were still



even Marshall Islands; Japan was barely radioactive, Africa not entirely desertified.As I said,

this little book makes not even the beginning of a solution. It is simply an attempt to give the

main questions their due. When I began Carbon Ideologies I walked away from my nonfiction

publisher, because my research had already cost more than the editor proposed to pay. So I

spent my own money, and occasionally other people’s, to hike up strip-mined mountains, sniff

crude oil, and occasionally tan my face with gamma rays. Had I been richer, I might have

accomplished more—but what, exactly? To tell the truth, there were times when I longed to

forget about some ecosystem somewhere. I knew I’d find no adequate personal answer to the

question “What should we do?” But I felt ashamed of doing nothing.Well, in the end I did

nothing just the same, and the same went for most everyone I knew. This book may help you in

the hot dark future to understand why.WTV2011–2017Here I pause for one moment to exhort

the reader never to pay any attention to his understanding when it stands in opposition to any

other faculty of his mind.Thomas De Quincey, 1823Transmission towers near Ruwais, Abu

Dhabi, United Arab EmiratesAbout the “Primer” SectionActually, this book was not of the

slightest value to human progress. Climatic change was not a practical problem. In any case,

the book had been superseded.George R. Stewart, Earth Abides, 1949Ipromised to do my

share to facilitate risk-benefit analyses. Now I will try to keep that promise.Units of power

consumption, measures and categories of greenhouse emissions and even compositions of

fuels may change. However, the basic relationships between such quantities will not.Being one

of those pathetic creatures called “literary” writers, I never before got called upon to quantify

peak load capacity or ponder the carbon content of dirty diapers. For much of Carbon

Ideologies I will follow my custom, and tell stories of people and places. In the next 200 pages I

have stepped back a little, until the trees became a forest. To endeavor to see what is is to

abstract; this kind of seeing comes unnaturally to me, an in-the-moment-sighted fellow who

would rather admire leaves than wonder how they grew. That I was not the only such being

may be inferred from the fact that we called economics the dismal science; while those who did

not get their livings from them frequently considered physics, arithmetic, ecology, engineering,

chemistry, politics and waste disposal in the same light. All I could do was my blinking,

nearsighted duty—which, at least as I understood it, meant taking hold of dismalness, until

familiarity made it not only tolerable, but remarkable; the fog became a blur, then a pattern

whose complexities rewarded me with a different kind of vision.As Buddha once said,

enlightenment confers no special benefit; nor is unenlightenment bad. Accordingly, I chose

unenlightenment, which is to say attachment to the inhabitants of this world; and so I worried

once it came to me that their position was deteriorating “faster than the worst-case scenario.”*

There is nothing like imminent doom for sharpening a person’s interest in practicalities. Indeed,

I may not be going too far to call the topics in this section necessities, at least for my

contemporaries; in your sad future day they must partake more of the might-have-been and

should-have-done. Thoreau called for books such as an idle man cannot read, and a timid one

would not be entertained by, which even make us dangerous to existing institutions,—such I

call good books. I would hope beyond my means, to imagine that Carbon Ideologies could do

anybody the favor of making him dangerous, but maybe I can take credit for rendering this

section as soporific to the idle as would be any other crowd of mathematical quantities.

Following Buddha, I assure you that there will be no harm in skipping to here.About

TablesHuman eyes can perceive things only in the forms that they know.Montaigne, “Apology

for Raymond Sebond,” 1575–80Again, not every reader likes them. Because I kept wondering

what we should be doing, back in the days when I was alive, I began to ask such subsidiary

questions as: “How dangerous is this? How wasteful is that?” It seemed best to answer



quantitatively when I could. I tried to keep my numbers simple and clear. Wherever possible, I

expressed comparisons in multiples of something near at hand, such as the radiation level in

my studio, or the number of bricks that a Bangladeshi whom I had just interviewed could bake

from a given amount of coal. Thus in these tables the multiples matter more than the units—

which may be unfamiliar but are all explained, both as we go and in the end matter.* To see

that pure methane contains by weight 1.7 times more heat energy than pure carbon may

suffice you. If not, please turn to here for a definition of high heating value.Please be advised

that some of this book’s assertions and calculations depend on approximate numbers. For

instance, the energy content of a ton of crude oil may vary by as much as 8%.* Estimates of

power consumption in different nations, particularly over time, reflect differing assumptions.

Climatologists alter their descriptive quantifications. A few very large figures might be “fuzzy”

up to plus or minus 12 or even 15%.In my own battle against spurious precision, I simplify

numbers where I can. Thus, 105,775,826,160 tons of West Virginia coal becomes 105.78

billion tons—a procedure which will loosely be called “rounding to two significant digits right of

the decimal point.” In the unlikely event that you crave more digits, check the source notes.And

again, since Carbon Ideologies is primarily a record of people’s experiences, if you skip my

tables and their numbers, my point will remain clear enough; better yet, any mathematical

errors might then escape your censure.About PhotographsSurvey . . . the most remarkable

events that have shaken the earth and decided the fate of men. Alas! What remains of

these . . . great exploits? The most real signs . . . are the traces they have left on our canvases

in forming these pictures.Tiphaigne de la Roche, Giphantie, 1760Ialways thought it

advantageous to our species that seeing was believing. The unseeable might require numbers

to gain credence, as was the case with radiation, which all too many of the Japanese I met at

Fukushima consoled themselves was invisible. Holding my pancake frisker* to some weed or

drainpipe, and learning from the digital readout what stood so nastily at hand, thrilled me with

healthy horror, and so I have included photographs of the frisker as it samples some object, in

order that you, too (with or without the horror), may see and believe.Much of this book is an

attempt to witness. I believe with all my heart that the recollections of Mrs. Glenna Wiley, aged

89, who survived the Buffalo Creek flood of 1972—a disaster caused by a coal company’s

negligence—will mean more to you when you see her portrait as she sits at her kitchen table

with the door open and light shining in from the humid greenery; her dark eyes, her lean,

wrinkled face, and her half-smile, which I call both polite and melancholy, may tell you

something more than I have expressed; her slender, freckled arms and the hardworking hand

in the foreground show that this woman has been much outdoors; the table’s bare wood,

occluded in part by a coarsewoven placemat, is somehow of a piece with the “folk art” rooster

on the paper towel dispenser behind her. Here is a gentle, trusting old lady who let me into her

house although she had never met me nor had any notice of my coming; she offered me a

soda and answered all my questions about an event whose associations must have been

painful. I am hoping that this photograph* will help you believe and remember her.Then there

are the photographs of ordinary things. On the next page you will see part of a glassfronted

building in Sharjah, United Arab Emirates. Your first thought may be that this prospect (or dead

end) exudes such familiarity that members of my generation would have lacked any apparent

cause to look at it. As you will presently read,* glass, while not one of the “big five” energy-

ravenous construction materials, still needed enough power, and gave off enough carbon

dioxide, to call into question its unbridled manufacture. Meanwhile, this is a pretty facade,

designed by someone who knew and cared about aesthetic factors. I took pleasure in

recording its existence. You from the future may enjoy ogling its bygone luxury, which in its own



way resembles the gold-and-white ornateness of Marie Antoinette’s boudoir, and which your

world cannot afford.Glass facade, SharjahAnd now, let us wander together through our

predicament.PRIMERRetired derrick at Devon Oil and Gas Exploration Park, Oklahoma

CityWhat Was the Work For?We are the soul, of which railroads, copper mines, steel mills and

oil wells are the body—and they are living entities that beat day and night, like our hearts, in

the sacred function of supporting human life . . .Ayn Rand, Atlas Shrugged, 1957An internal

combustion engine is a machine for converting chemical energy to mechanical energy by

burning a fuel with air in a confined space and expanding the products of combustion,

extracting energy as work. This definition, which combines straightforwardness and

completeness into a kind of elegance, comes courtesy of a World War II primer for U.S. Navy

midshipmen. The world in which I lived had long since been remade by just such machines,

and by their cousins, which converted nuclear and calorific energy to electrical energy, likewise

doing work. But what was the work for?When my generation was alive, I used to wake up,

reach out and turn a switch to light up my bedside. To you who can no longer live this way, this

must sound as incredible as if I were to claim that I called on angels or that I could wander

anywhere without a radiation meter. And I do admit that every now and then the bulb would

burn out, while on rarer occasions the power would even fail, at which my essentially

windowless dwelling grew rapidly unpleasant—too dark to read in; humid in summer, clammy

in winter—but such perturbations remained so unlikely that each morning I flicked that switch

with confidence: Somewhere, unknown mechanisms would do work on my behalf. My dressing

table now being illuminated, I picked up the plastic pocket clock whose two slender silver

batteries converted chemical energy into electricity for a year or more at a time, after which I

removed them, threw them “away” and inserted new ones. That was how I knew the time. If it

was already rising hour, I strolled to the bathroom and showered to my heart’s content. In those

days I saw nothing wrong in letting a stream of hot water tingle the back of my neck even when

I was clean; it did wonders for grogginess. One of my womanfriends loved to shower just to

think. If you from the future are the losers for this, I am sorry. I think we felt a kind of grandness

to have so many energies at our call, even if we rarely thought about our situation. Why

shouldn’t they serve us faithfully? The sweet open friendliness of a young child, which can

charm a smile out of an impatiently busy adult, derives from no sublimer cause than

inexperience: The child has not yet learned that the world will refuse and reject him, then plow

him under. And when my generation flourished, why should we have imagined that electric

power would ever decline to fulfill our whims? That is why we were happier than you. I certainly

enjoyed showering to warm up, showering to cool down, showering before and maybe again

after making love, washing my hair whenever it felt greasy. My water heater, by the way, was

electric-powered, because the contractor who installed it had explained that electricity would

cost me less than gas. He was another one whose magic powers brought him joy. I used to like

his smile when he fired off that hissing battery-powered gun of his: Great nails flew out,

slamming themselves deep into boards, panels and beams, instantly in place as if they had

been there forever, except that the nailheads were warm. There went his arc-welder,

strengthening my window-bars and improving the evening with fireworks of sparks. He was a

man of almost incredible endurance and physical strength, who helped me over and over.

Sometimes he burned or gashed himself on my behalf. I loved to watch him fix things.* Had

someone inquired as to whether a gas or electric heater was “better for the planet,” neither he

nor I would have known the answer. (Here it is: Using electricity to generate . . . heat is

extremely inefficient, said a solar energy handbook.) In any case, the shower proved nearly as

reliable as a bedside lamp. I let the water run and run until its temperature suited me; then I



stepped beneath that comforting flow. It is true that when someone else took a shower right

before me, the hot water ran short, but that was on account of my economically small heater

(58 gallons), not because of any lack of electricity in the world.My stove employed gas because

I had heard that electric stoves take forever to heat. Anyhow, gas was cheap; I used to prepay

my bill with a check that (like my clock’s batteries) kept me at peace for two or three years. So

here too I had something to anoint me with confidence. When did the gas ever not come on?—

Had I compared my gas bill with my electric bill, perhaps I might have learned something about

relative efficiencies, but probably not, with the pricing so arcane—therms versus kilowatt-hours

—and the various appliances hardly comparable. All I can tell you is that showering and

cooking were both easy. Whenever I fried an egg, warmed a can of soup or boiled water for my

tea, I would open the valve on the wall, turn the burner dial all the way counterclockwise, strike

a flame with my longhandled lighter (powered by a disposable natural gas cartridge, of course),

and watch the ring of blue fire magically kindle itself! Then I reached into my refrigerator, which

was a convenient machine that you in your day must lack; it saved me from going to the

supermarket more than once a week; all one needed to do to prevent food spoilage was pay

the electric bill. I took out eggs, chilis, tomatoes, spinach, herbs and cheese—I could buy them

all year long!* A potato and an onion already sat diced up on the cutting board. The burner

hissed; in my frying pan olive oil began sizzling. Another switch on the wall activated a fan, to

evacuate the smell of cooking into the outside air. Making breakfast was delightfully labor-free,

at least for me; my carbon-powered slaves did the work!—Afterward, unfortunately, I had to

scrub out the frying pan myself.Whenever my sheets and clothes got dirty, I threw them into a

machine that spun them around in soapy heated water. Then I tossed them into a gas dryer.

About 4% of the energy consumed in American homes went for clothes drying. How much

energy it took to wash my clothes I never learned.*On my roof sat a pair of great square

machines; one was a two-ton and the other was a ton-and-a-half. They could cool or warm my

place in almost no time. Although I was supposed to get them serviced every month, I let them

go for years on end, and they went on faithfully just the same. I also enjoyed all the ceiling-light

I wished for; I could even plug a plastic machine into the wall and call up music by artists living

and dead. Unlike you from the future, I lived independent of nightfall and winter. Having

camped outside from time to time, I knew enough to prize this home of mine whose electric

light and warmth allowed me to anytime do anything one could at high noon in a mild summer. I

often loved to sit at my kitchen counter reading or writing, while dusk drew in around me, until

suddenly I would realize that no more sunset light showed itself through my blinds. The outer

darkness made my carbon-powered fortress all the more delightful. For several more hours,

internal combustion engines continued to sigh past me on the highway, then grew infrequent,

while I sat on as long as I liked, nourished by heat and light.—I wanted another cup of tea. Why

not? A turn of the valve and dial, a click of my igniter, and once more the burner hissed; in two

minutes water was bubbling in my saucepan.Disdaining to write drafts of this book on paper

and then recopy them, which might have made my hands tired, I employed my slender, bright-

screened and ever so convenient portable computer. Too bad that I had to buy a new one every

three or four years! Whenever the power ran low, I plugged it into the wall.Now I was lonely; I

felt like chitterchatting with a woman I loved. Picking up my cordless phone, I dialled her up,

then lay in bed at my ease, enjoying her voice. That was pretty pleasant, I can tell you! She

detailed her cat’s latest tricks, and the book she was reading; we had time for those trifles

when we were alive. Then before sleeping I returned the phone to its charging cradle, which

drank endlessly from the wall. Do you from the future think me such a bad person, that I lived

as many others did, in that easy way?I slept at a temperature that suited me. (I liked to keep



cool.) Another awakening, and I walked outside to get my morning coffee. I enjoyed that walk,

because unlike you from the future, I lacked any necessity to move my limbs; I walked only for

pleasure and because it was good for my heart.Confess it, reader: Don’t you wish you could

have what I did? Wouldn’t you have enjoyed a life of equally luxuriant selfishness?What was

the work for? Once upon a time, not long before or after the beginning of the 20th century, a

little man named Lucien Lucius Nunn proved that sending high-tension alternating current over

long distances could be safe, reliable and cheap. Shall I tell you his purpose? In an undated

letter, he wrote:Lessening man’s toil by the use of a wire in lieu of transporting coal in sacks

over steep trails on pack trains is but one of many results already accomplished. To raise man’s

efficiency—to reduce man’s toil—to give him time and means to love his family, his country,

and his soul is the work to be accomplished . . .These words touch me. He meant well, and I

think he did well.In India the work to be accomplished was more urgent than Nunn’s. A paper

from 1876 on “Oudh Affairs” laid out the situation:It has been calculated that about 60 per cent.

of the entire native population . . . are sunk in such abject poverty that unless the small

earnings of child labor are added to the small general stock by which the family is kept alive,

some members of the family would starve. With the bulk of them education would be

synonymous with starvation.If electric power could somehow render their food more plentiful

and hence cheaper, then educating their children would help rather than endanger them. A

hundred and ten years later, a treatise on The Power Sector in India firmly insisted: Energy is a

vital component of development. Together it ranges with the classical factors of production—

land, labour and capital. And in 2016, when I was finishing Carbon Ideologies, India’s

“development” continued, which meant that Indians drank in more and more power. A twilight of

smog pressed down on Delhi; sometimes children struggled to breathe—but some of that

derived from the illegal burning of crop waste; one couldn’t blame it on “development.”In Africa,

energy production between 1980 and 2011 increased nearly tenfold. Surely that benefitted

agriculture, transportation, health services, education . . .In 1965, the average time spent

cooking and cleaning in American homes was 65 minutes. In 1995, it was 31 minutes. To raise

man’s efficiency—to reduce man’s toil, that wish came true, thanks to electricity.As for the hired

toiler, the one who dug the coal our civilization burned, or the one who burned coal into coke,

or shoveled coal into blast furnaces so that we could all build our pleasures on foundations of

steel, I thought that the socialists got a great deal right when they said that our useful work

defines the best part of us. That was why I felt fond of Kievsky Station’s murals of grains and of

kerchiefed workers, and Ukrainsky Station’s mosaicked coal miners who overgazed the glass-

smooth floor of circular and triangular insets as the rounded gilded portraited ceiling rose up

and up.*—Like capitalists, Communists frequently turned work into misery and murder—one

more reason why several of the friends who loomed largest in my respect were blue collar

workers whose strength, craft, judgment and confident power got magnified by electric power

and by the tools that it spawned. (Wherever possible,* capitalists replaced them with fossil

fuels, which burned without sleeping or going on strike—but isn’t it happier not to consider

that?) In his great poem “Smoke and Steel,” Carl Sandburg writes that at the heart of a steel

bar lies smoke, the slang of coal and steel, of sheet mills speaking to rolling mills—and along

with that smoke, the worker’s blood. When West Virginian ideologues insisted that coal miners

suffered and died to “keep the lights on,” they, too, got something right. The pipefitters, oil

drillers, truck drivers, engineers, frackers, inspectors, welders and other soldiers in my world’s

myriad armies of resource extractors, their strenuous, risky lives deserved to be celebrated by

poets.—Whenever I thought of the ancient Greeks, images of bronze spears and sacrificed

cattle were prominent among my associations. And what might we remind you of? When I was



alive, the smoke of carbon and the sweat and blood of those who burned it in order to bring our

machines alive were too often forgotten by the so-called “consumers,” but you from the future

who cannot forget our deeds, please blame our workers less than the rest of us. They sold their

sweat for smoke, and we bought their smoke for the sake of our marvelous toys.This

Bangladeshi woman was harvesting corn and carrying it unassisted. Who would have

begrudged her some electric help?For instance: The modern American suburbanite of the late

1930s and early 1940s was leading an increasingly efficient lifestyle made more convenient by

new household appliances and especially by the automobile.Efficient—convenient—well, even

if that might in some cases have meant “trivial,” where was the harm?Another for instance

(from the phone company in Abu Dhabi, 2016): Stay connected and entertained with the new

eLife packages and enjoy special rates on TV, Internet and Telephone. Well, wasn’t staying

connected and entertained worth cooking the planet for?Even as we taught each other to burn

more carbon fuels, we were reshaping the places where we lived. In one primer on the

petroleum industry I saw a scale drawing of oil tankers, from the childishly tiny bauble of

34,000 deadweight tonnage, circa 1945, to the man-sized 540,000 DWT affair of 1975, “on

order.” In case you ever wondered what that work was for, let me inform you that a 276,000

DWT tanker can carry enough oil in one trip to power a Volkswagen-sized car for 10 round trips

to the sun. Reader, can you imagine anything more worthwhile? To satisfy demand, we had to

set our tankers to ferrying oil back and forth. But how could such hulking ships avoid scratching

their steel bellies against the bottoms of indigenous waterways? Of course we solved that

difficulty. Many of our largest rivers have actually been turned into canals by the channelization

work of the Corps of Engineers. These projects not only burned much carbon, at some profit to

the vendors; they also (and this will be a leitmotif in Carbon Ideologies) gainfully employed

armies of deserving, hardworking people. Furthermore, they consolidated the power of alert

politicians. On this subject the petroleum primer deadpanned: Few members of Congress are

likely to vote against multimillion dollar appropriations for construction in their home districts.

And so we found more ways to cash in on carbon. The more of it we carried, the more we sold

and used. We laid pipelines under every ocean on the planet. In electronic-eyed flying

machines we spied out deep-buried coal, oil and natural gas. We refined them into new fuels

and feedstocks. We turned them into electricity, for whose consumption we kept inventing new

machines.Although some of these devices sipped power with laudable frugality—for instance,

the laptop computer on which I wrote this book required half the energy per given time that my

body would have spent to walk upstairs*—their motors, silicon chips and generators frequently

came to us with a robust thirst built in, because the sturdiest slaves tend to be voracious . . .

and it often happened that in our hurry and lazy wastefulness, we let the fossil fuels they fed on

go up in useless smoke:POWER WASTAGE BY GROUP-DRIVEN MACHINE TOOLS, ca.

1945(DEDUCTING IDLE MACHINES)“In the group drive, the motor drives a length of

lineshafting from which, in turn, the machine tools are driven by belts. The best arrangement

for group drives is to divide the machine shop into small units, having a motor for each

department or each type of machine.”“Power available” is the “average power per machine”;

“power used” is the “average power used in doing actual work.” Both figures are expressed in

watts, the appropriate local unit for this rate of electrical consumption. [For BTUs per minute,

the default unit of Carbon Ideologies, multiply × 0.056884.]I calculate wastage by dividing the

first number into the second, subtracting the quotient from 1.0 and multiplying the result by

100%.24-inch Cincinnati drill presses, for small drilling on forgings.[Power available: 360 watts.

Power used: 70 watts.] Wastage: 80.56%.No. 2 Horizontal Rockford boring mills, for boring

bearings in aluminum cases.[Power available: 1,620 watts. Power used: 300 watts.] Wastage:



81.48%.1!\-inch Gridley Automatics, for machining cast iron pistons.[Power available: 1,520

watts. Power used: 270 watts.] Wastage: 82.24%.Source: Machinery’s Handbook, 1946, with

calculations by WTV.I have read that in 2012, 61% of the energy generated in the United

States accomplished no useful work whatsoever.*About WasteTo condemn a thing thus,

dogmatically, as false and impossible, is to assume the advantage of knowing . . . the power of

our mother Nature; and . . . there is no more notable folly in the world than to reduce those

things to the measure of our capacity and competence.Montaigne, “It is folly to measure the

true and false . . . ,” 1572–74In such terms you from the future will surely tell our tale. But when

we were alive we had our excuses.Driving down the long dirt road between the airport and the

Arctic town of Resolute Bay, Northwest Territories, my late friend David gentled the engine, and

when we stopped for a few minutes he left it running, because the temperature was 20° below

zero (Celsius), and if he shut it off it would not easily start again. (By the way, emissions of

carbon monoxide, a greenhouse gas,* occur especially in idle, low speed, and cold start

conditions.) He was a wise survivor and a generous helper whose advice minimized my

frostbite. Was he wasteful, or simply prudent?On a corner in my home town, a patrol car idled

watchfully. The policeman saw a speeder, and rushed after him. How could he have managed

that if the engine were off?And what about the times when inefficiency could not be helped,

and any production was heroic? In one foundry at the Kirov Works in Nazi-besieged Leningrad

a war correspondent observed the following:The girls, with patched cotton stockings over their

thin legs, were stooping under the weight of enormous clusters of red-hot steel they were

clutching between a pair of tongs, and then you would see them—and as you saw it, you felt

the desperate muscular concentration and will-power it involved—you would see them raise

their slender, almost child-like arms and hurl those red-hot clusters under a giant steel

hammer.*Under such conditions, what the work was for was quite simply resistance, defense,

survival; therefore, its absolute wastefulness—of the workers themselves, who sometimes died

for lack of calories; and of the equipment and procedures, which surely could have

accomplished greater output had it not been for German bombs and undernourished,

incompletely trained personnel—was no strike against it.—Do we cry “waste” when something

can be done more efficiently somewhere, but not here?—In Leningrad the work struggled

along, at the upper limit, not of its thermodynamic but of its known possible

efficiency.Commemoration of mobilized war workers, HiroshimaAs for those group-driven

American machine tools of 1945 (immortalized for you in the work-stained pages of my

grandfather’s Machinery’s Handbook), they certainly squandered power, all right—whose

generation gave off extra global warming agents. Of course back then they could laugh off

climate change in good faith—and as Carbon Ideologies will sadly show, even in the 21st

century financial gains and losses usually defeated more fundamental considerations. So

whenever that group drive came on line, probably in the strenuously ad hoc conditions of World

War II, “waste” defined itself only monetarily. What was the work for, but profit? With electricity

cheap (in 1947 it cost less than a cent’s worth of wall current to produce each dollar of retail

value in manufactured goods*) and factory capital expensive, switching from group drive to

individual power stations would have been not only wasteful, but anticompetitive, ruinous.A

21st-century case may or may not fall into the same category: In 2002 the Germans (not that

they were the only ones) began producing optical glass fiber with the aid of sulfur hexafluoride

—whose molecules exerted the most active greenhouse effect we knew.* According to experts,

70% of the input SF6 quantities escape—why I cannot tell you. Would a more efficient trapping

procedure have been cripplingly expensive, or for that matter mechanically impossible? If so,

would “waste” be the appropriate description for our actual procedure? (You from the future



might have preferred to call it negligent ecocide.)What about when the primary aim of the work

was socialist emulation? In 1958, as part of his Great Leap Forward, Chairman Mao directed

the nation to overtake Great Britain in steel production within fifteen years. Whether or not the

objective would be possible, it was certainly plausible—unlike the means: backyard steel

furnaces! When an inspection tour arrived in Anhui Province, Mao’s private doctor grew

“astounded”: The furnace was taking basic household implements and transforming them into

nuggets called steel,* melting down knives into ingots that could be used to make other knives.

And the “mobilized” peasants kept cramming more pots, pans and doorknobs in, rushing

around with armloads of fuel, so that at night, all along the railroad tracks when the Chairman’s

special train came by, the furnaces shone as far as the eye could see. Once all the coal had

been consumed, in went peasants’ beds and chairs! There was no time either to harvest the

produce, which rotted, or to refashion the new ingots into pots and pans; hence, people could

not cook what little food they had. Starvation came. Even after Mao realized that the backyard

steel was no good, for some time he kept quiet, because he still did not want to do anything to

dampen the enthusiasm of the masses. Finally he told the residents of his old home town: “If

you can’t produce good steel, you might as well quit.”How much thermodynamic work had by

then been accomplished by coal and wood in melting down useful objects into useless ingots?

How much more work would have been required to recast them into something useful? How

many tons of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide did their own invisible work? The latter was

mostly a “precursor” which enhanced the warming capabilities of other gases, then faded away.

But the former’s contribution to warming would continue for at least two millennia.—Mao’s

backyard furnaces worsened our planet’s situation for nothing. (Had the enthusiasm of the

masses led to something other than famine, I might feel kinder.) Here was waste of the

militantly ignorant sort.When I was writing Carbon Ideologies, it remained the shocking case

that half the liquid metal which we processed into sheet metal ended up as scrap—which, to

be sure, generally got recycled—but that squandered additional BTUs in order to melt it down

again. Better designs and improved manufacturing technologies could have reduced some of

these “yield losses.”Sometimes we called upon electricity to carry out aesthetic work. I

consumed considerable amounts of paper (whose manufacture required a surprising amount

of electric power*) in making my so-called “art.” Then there was the “art” of interior design.

Even when we were alive we knew perfectly well that clear glass globes absorbed 5 to 12% of

the light within them, while cobalt-blue globes absorbed 90 to 95%. Would you from the future

have had us outlaw blue globes? They were wasteful—but they certainly accomplished their

predetermined effects in high-class restaurants and brothels.When I made tea, I dumped the

extra boiling water down my sink, believing that to be “better for the planet” than deploying

harsh alkaline drain cleaners. Was that wasteful or not?In 2016 two economists found that one-

quarter of the food that is purchased in the state of Hawaii is wasted. Only 11% of the state’s

edibles originated locally; the rest got flown or shipped in, thanks to internal combustion

engines which produced greenhouse gases en route. The discarded food mostly ended up in

landfills: 237,000 tons per year. So far as I can calculate, if the landfills were anaerobic the food

in them might give off something like 68,730,000 annual pounds of methane (CH4),* which

over each 20 years would heat our planet as well as 5.9 billion pounds of carbon dioxide. (Over

100 years the relative mischief would lessen—because CH4 broke down after 12 years, while

CO2’s warming effect kept growing.) Why was this permitted? The economists explained: The

root of individual food waste is personal preference. In short, the thermodynamic work of

producing, packing, shipping, storing and disposing of uneaten matter was accomplished not

for nothing, but for the sake of “freedom.”You from the future, who must scrape by in a state of



scarcity unimaginable to me, how would you judge the following recollection of ignorance and

abundance, published in 1911? Forty years ago kerosene was refined for use in lamps, while

gasoline was a by-product. Gasoline of 76° to 85° B[aumé] was disposed of in enormous

quantities by burning it in the open air.* Was this more “wasteful” than dumping it into a river?

(Speaking of which, one history of the boom in Drumright, Oklahoma, reminisces about the

glory days when surplus oil flowed down Tiger Creek and the Cimarron River became a lake of

oil.)Of the energy generated in an engine cylinder, from 2 to 24 per cent. may be lost as

compared with the work which will be done at the fly-wheel. An engineer could tell us how

much of that loss was thermodynamically inevitable. As for the residuum—the waste, that is—if

your era discovered how to capture that energy, would you fault us for having “lost” it in

ignorance?And if when I was alive certain desperately undercapitalized people had burned

fossil fuels cheaply and dangerously, further blackening our atmosphere in order to, as that

Wall Street Journal editorial put it, lift themselves out of poverty, how would you judge them?—

Perhaps it depended on what their work had been for.—If you declined to condemn them

simply for profiting, would you do so if they lied about what they burned?—I have in mind the

poverty-ridden territory of Puerto Rico, whose Power Authority kept burning (for decades!) the

lowest-grade, filthiest fuel oil, appropriately called sludge, all the while falsifying air quality

tests, and charging utility users for high-grade oil. The pollutant in question, sulfur dioxide,* is a

colorless gas with a suffocating, choking odor, and eventually the Authority had poisoned the

neighbors with 100 million pounds of it—more than any comparable set of power plants in New

York or New Jersey. Adsorbed by dust,* some of the stuff got breathed in by people and

animals, where on contact with moist lung tissue it became sulfuric acid. The gas itself

impaired the photosynthesis of plants. Nor was that necessarily sulfur dioxide’s worst failing;

one scientist went so far as to say:Global warming during the 20th century was primarily

initiated by a rapid increase in the rate of . . . emission of sulfur by man . . . The SO2 reduced

the oxidizing capacity of the atmosphere, leading to an increase in methane, water, and other

greenhouse gases.And so I would call the work of electric power generation undertaken by the

Authority criminally as well as wastefully done. But since those profit-seekers in the Fuel

Procurement Office did lift themselves out of poverty, would you call them inefficient in relation

to their purpose?You from the future, who understandably despise us, and might well conflate

these examples into one string of abuses—could you have intervened in our time, I’d bet you’d

have subjected us to harshly sweeping simplifications—please let me ask you to fairly consider

the perplexities in these matters of power and emissions. You now perceive, I trust, how limited

must be the judgments of even goodwilled, thoughtful minds in the absence of expert

knowledge. To best evaluate each efficiency, we would have required briefing on precisely how

each process was being organized, which improvements were possible and which dangers

were known at that time. (Sulfur dioxide’s were known quite well.) Sometimes our acts demand

accusation, which this book promises to provide, but when I am unsure what else we could or

should have done, I will leave the accusations to you.To better consider this matter of what was

possible, let us consider one last case of considerable apparent similarity to that of the group-

driven machine tools in 1945:POWER WASTAGE DURING MACHINING OPERATIONS AT AN

UNSPECIFIED TOYOTA FACTORY, ca. 2000(BEFORE PLANT REDESIGN)“Note that most of

the energy is consumed even when the machine is ‘idling.’”CONSTANT ENERGY USE:

82.2%Coolant: 31.8%Oil pressure pump: 24.4%Cooler, mist collector, etcetera:

15.2%Centrifuge: 10.8%ENERGY USE BY MACHINING: 17.8%Source: Journal of Cleaner

Production, 2005.I suppose that the constant energy usage of 82.2% would not have counted

as “wasteful” had the machining apparatus never idled. (Of course this procedure would have



spent more power in total, and worn down parts more rapidly.) In fact, was it wasteful at all?

Could uninterruptedly productive “constant energy use” ever enter our realm of deficient

actualities?The professor of mechanical engineering who supplied this data was named

Timothy Gutowski, of MIT. You will frequently find his articles cited in Carbon Ideologies. When

I sent him this table, he replied:I would not characterize these energy usages as waste[;] each

has a function: the centrifuge separates coolant from the chips, . . . etc. If you want to talk about

waste, I suggest you consider the idea that there is a thermodynamic minimum to achieve a

certain task. Then you could compare the amount of energy used to that thermodynamic

minimum.*He was surely right; I had been hasty to cry waste. I should have known whether the

oil pressure pump and other constantly operating parts were themselves efficient, whether or

not they could be idled or at least slowed in the absence of active machining work—in short,

whether or not the whole thing could be done better.*In addition, wrote Gutowski, you could

consider the utility of a given task.In other words, what was the work for, and how efficiently

and intelligently was it done?Not being an expert on anything, I came to realize that asking this

question over and over would be my main contribution to Carbon Ideologies. Do you remember

that German optical glass fiber manufactory? Why shouldn’t a 70% loss of sulfur hexafluoride

be comparable to an 85.2% “constant energy use”?—But I rejected that; I had to, because I

was a carbon ideologue, and sulfur hexafluoride was “dangerous.” No doubt the people who

made Toyota automobiles and optical glass fibers would say that they accomplished useful

work. So would the buyers and users of those products. Perhaps I could have been persuaded

into feeling the same. Meanwhile, hordes of other products came into being through

thermodynamic work—too many of them or too much of it, if one believed in climate change.

Therefore, I had to conclude that even if some particular process was thermodynamically

wasteful, waste might lurk within the purpose of the work.From 1975 to 1985, the American

chemical industry managed to accomplish an annual reduction of 4.2% in energy input per unit

of output. I found this commendable; for a moment I even hoped again that someday everyone

on earth could spend energy without limit or repercussions. In elementary school they had

taught me that atomic power plants would facilitate everything, probably by about A.D. 2000, at

which point there would be a moon base and we would flitter about in personal air cars. If

power generators and industrial manufacturers kept getting more efficient, why couldn’t our

demand continue to grow? Experts had identified for inspection and probable improvement

many specific points in various production pathways: Add more insulation, precision test one’s

compressors, convert pumps from single to variable speed drives, preheat air before it entered

one’s boilers and furnaces, increase the accuracy of one’s energy use measurements.—All the

same, absolute energy inputs kept going up.I would argue that wherever thermodynamic

efficiency was low, energy input was high, and the question “What was the work for?” lacked

any better answer than “for short-term profit or pleasure,” then a given manufacturing process

should have been branded wasteful.—You from the future would say: “It should have been

prohibited.”Example: In 2014 a science whizz breezily concluded: If I am making zero

kilograms of ice per second, my ice maker [sic] would still draw 88 watts of power . . . Really,

most machines still use electricity when they are not doing anything useful. Running that

icemaker for a year would have called on a power plant in some ecosystem somewhere to burn

425 pounds of medium-grade commercial fuel oil—or nearly a barrel and a half of it, at 42

gallons per barrel—to enable that sole purpose. That meant that every active icemaker

consumed nearly a barrel and a half of oil each year.I knew a woman whose luxuriously high-

capacity refrigerator had been embellished with a built-in icemaker. I never saw her use it.

When I told her about the 88 watts, she refused to believe it. How could her icemaker consume



electricity to do nothing? I asked whether she could turn it off while leaving the refrigerator

running. She allowed that this would be impossible, and indeed I could see no separate switch

for the icemaker, which accordingly went on doing its idiotic work.POWER WASTAGE BY

DEVICES IN STANDBY MODE, 2000–2010This phenomenon is sometimes known as

“vampire draw.” In this table I am overstating the actual wastage to an unknown extent,

because some devices, such as telephone answering machines and motion detectors, must be

ready to go into action at any time, and therefore are not wasting power. However, many

machines consume power needlessly.“Unplugging a device constantly consuming standby

power saves a yearly 9 kWh for each watt of continuous consumption.”All figures expressed in

[% of total power consumption for appliances].Japan, 2008. 6%. This equates to 285 kilowatt-

hours [972,705 BTUs] per year.France, 2000. 7%.Britain, 2004. 8%.California, U.S.A., 2002.

“Over 15%” [“of statewide residential power consumption”]. This equates to “nearly” 1,000 kwh

[3,413,000 BTUs] per year. “Our future estimate increases low power mode consumption [=

standby mode] by 13%.”Sources: Energy Conservation Center, Japan; ACEE, France;

Department of Trade and Industry, U.K.; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Calif.; with

calculations by WTV.In this book I pay less attention to production than to consumption, at

which I excelled when I was alive. And on that topic, the figure on American primary energy

consumption in 2012—61% of it spent without doing useful work! (or, to quote the book in

which I found this statistic, 61% wasted)—seemed, if not indefensible, at least demanding of

investigation, given the future we were leaving you. What if the true figure had “only” been 50%

or 20%? The neighbors should still have been worrying about it. Mine, at least, did not.About

DemandBetween 2000 and 2005, UK consumers on average increased the number of

garments they purchase[d] annually by 33% . . . It is cheaper to buy a new pair of trousers than

repair a hole in their pockets . . .Julian M. Allwood et al., “Material Efficiency: A White Paper,”

2011WHEN IN VEGAS SHOP AS THE ROMANS DO.The opulence. The selection. The

experience.Where Las Vegas, 2016In our time we heard a certain story so often that its

peculiarity had worn down into a kind of active platitude. There was no questioning it because

there was hardly any seeing it. Let me now pull into view one of its banal incarnations.Sales

promotion in DubaiIn 2016, when the Italian energy firm ENI was trolling off the Egyptian

shore, a huge field of natural gas revealed itself. Very possibly, more than half a year’s entire

global production could enrich someone.This galvanized potential vendors, as you may

imagine. A visiting researcher from Georgetown University informed us: “All around the region

you are seeing activity. Israel doesn’t want to miss the boat.”Fair enough. Didn’t everybody “all

around the region” deserve to make an income? And why indeed should Israel forgo her share?

But to cash in, Israel would need to create a market. As the newspaper explained: Operators

may need to find new destinations for the gas . . . Demand in Israel, while growing, is still

relatively modest.In other words, it would be necessary to stimulate demand. Israel would have

to sell natural gas to people who had formerly gotten by without it. The necessary result: more

global warming.What Was the Work For? (continued)A Battery of eleven Guns discharged by

an electrified Phial of Water . . . Spirits kindled by Fire darting from a Lady’s Eyes (without a

Metaphor) . . . Animals killed by [the Electric Fire] instantaneously (if any of the Company

desire it, and will be pleased to send some for that Purpose).Benjamin Franklin, 1751The first

So Truly Real baby doll so lifelike, she “breathes!” . . . A mechanism tucked inside the doll

raises and lowers her tiny chest . . . Ashley looks and feels so real, from her baby-soft

RealTouch vinyl skin to her delicate wisps of hand-applied baby hair.Advertisement in National

Enquirer, 2016Because electricity was as inexhaustible as the buffalo herds, needless

consumption of power provoked fewer complaints than you from the future might suppose. For



exactly the same reason that we rarely studied where our water came from and whence our

wastes departed, we “consumers”—who like other organisms went about our business of self-

aggrandizement, reproduction and survival by taking whichever energies lay ready at hand—

mostly used machines without comprehending how they worked, so that their efficiencies

escaped our concern. A Japanese lady turned on her electric space heater for me because I

had the flu; how extravagantly or frugally that glowing device spent current in order to

accomplish its assigned thermodynamic work meant less to her than being a caring hostess.

Meanwhile a tired Pakistani guest worker in Abu Dhabi, dwelling in a “bedspace” with six or ten

other men* and driving a taxi for 12 hours at a stretch, in order to support his distant family and

maybe see them once a year, operated his assigned internal combustion engine without any

thought, much less ability, to improve its mileage, never mind reducing its carbon emissions;

when I asked him what to do about global warming, he replied, as had several Indian

colleagues, that we should stop burning petroleum and start using “electric” cars, as if

“electricity” had nothing to do with the fuel-hungry power plants that generated it. (Magic,

explained a science-fiction author, is a practical science, or, more properly, a craft, since

emphasis is placed primarily upon utility rather than basic understanding.)—As for you, you

may not care why we ruined you (which is the subject of this book).* Everybody’s indifferent to

something. On the production side, for instance, who cared about burning extra BTUs of

carbon when they claimed so trivial a fraction of the total financial expense? In 2011 two

technologists (one of them Professor Gutowski) wrote that the seemingly extravagant use of

materials and energy resources by many newer manufacturing processes is alarming and

needs to be addressed alongside claims of improved sustainability from products

manufactured by these means. For instance, carbon nanotubes are one of the most energy

intensive materials humankind has produced. But the electricity cost in this case is on the order

of 0.2% of the price.None of my neighbors craved to own carbon nanotubes. Almost nobody

could have told me what they did or in which products they could be found. (I’ll tell you one:

scanning probe microscopes.)* Well, out of sight, out of mind!When we were alive, we often

heated residential buildings by means of single-setting steam boilers which could only bring the

top floors up to a comfortable temperature if they made the lower apartments so hot that even

in midwinter their inmates needed to open windows!—Why didn’t we install locally controllable

radiators? Because waste was “cheaper.” (This happened in New York; likewise in western

Siberia.)—The managers of workplaces did perhaps draw up energy budgets, for the sake of

profit; as for us “consumers,” so long as the heating bill got included in the rent, we didn’t care.

And why notice whether the new refrigerator drew more or less energy than the old? For that

matter, how could we figure that out from a utility bill which typically broke down charges only

into peak and off-peak kilowatt-hours, fees and taxes? If this month’s bill was higher than last’s,

the reason might have been a change in electric rates, two extra dryer-loads of clothes

because our nephew was home from college, or, yes, the new refrigerator—which possibly

indeed drew more, because our manufacturers could sell more toys more often by building

them stronger, stranger, louder, brighter, cooler, faster-cycling, with capabilities we’d never

thought to long for. And so a certain radio in 2012 drank in 11 times more current than its 1975

ancestor.*—We were willing enough to be seduced—since, as Dr. Johnson expressed it back

in 1750, when our greenhouse gases first began their rise, something more is needed to

relieve the long intervals of inactivity, and to give those faculties, which cannot lie wholly

quiescent, some particular direction. For this reason, new desires, and artificial passions are by

degrees produced.Perhaps our new desires could have been satisfied without voltage. But any

such notion was futile, hence absurd. Energy is vital to our modern way of life, explained the



National Coal Association. Very often, the energy we use daily is in the form of electricity.And

there were always new ways to spend electricity!—Before sockets, plugs and generators, we’d

spent energy just the same. In 1849, a single Cape Cod lighthouse burned 800 gallons of oil

each year—what kind I cannot say, whale most likely, but whatever it was, you can trust that it

gave off carbon dioxide when it combusted. That purpose was worthwhile enough (for humans

if not for whales): the prevention of shipwrecks. Meanwhile, other work demanded to be

accomplished as soon as we’d conceptualized it. For much the same reason that we used to

keep slaves, we now ran machines, whose thermodynamic work got cheaply and conveniently

disposed of.—Looking about him in 1904, the historian Henry Adams could see that the new

American,—the child of incalculable coal-power, chemical power, electric power and radiating

energy, as well as of new forces yet undetermined—, must be a sort of God compared with any

former creation of matter, including Dr. Johnson. And existence kept getting better: Between

1870 and 1990, per capita energy use in America more than tripled!* Maybe it should have, or

at least harmlessly might have; perhaps (although I doubt it) everyone who inhabited the planet

in 1870 could easily and pleasantly, without burdening our atmosphere, have increased energy

consumption by a factor of five, eight, or at least two. But these factor-calculations were never

made; the vendors let us go on trusting—not merely because it enriched them, but because

neither we nor they perceived the far-off limit—that we could spend as much current as we

could buy.—And thanks to population increase, between 1870 and 1990 our absolute energy

consumption rose almost 21 times.Mural in Cushing, OklahomaTherefore, how efficient or

irresponsible we might have individually been made no difference: Greenhouse gas

concentrations increased absolutely.—And you know why: Electricity is essential to economic

and human development, explained an Australian government report.* You see, it supports

industrialisation, improved access to clean water, sanitation and basic health as well as better

education services. Some of that was debatable. Industrialization had a way of polluting water.

By concentrating people in cities, it created slums. Nuclear and fossil-fueled power plants were

actually hazardous to their workers and neighbors. But most of us did prefer electricity

whenever we could get it. Andrey Platonov, 1939: We saw a light in the gloomy dark of a

destitute and barren space—the light of man . . . we saw wires hung on old wattle fencing; and

our hope for the future world of communism, . . . a hope which alone made us human—this

hope of ours turned into electrical power . . . And so it was that in each two days of 2009, the

world burned the entire oil output of 1990.What was all that work for, and what should it have

been for? In 1991, had we devoted all of our electric power to this task,* we Earthlings could

have electroprocessed nearly 9.7 million pounds of titanium every minute—or else left 131.8

trillion icemakers on standby mode as they busily vampirized our current. Meanwhile, as I sat in

my climate-controlled room writing Carbon Ideologies, one out of four people in India lacked

access to electricity. This is clearly a major barrier to economic and social progress, and . . .

providing universal access has been a major priority for policy-makers. Accordingly, the

policymakers provided access. Between 1980 and 2015, India’s power consumption

quadrupled, making that nation the world’s third largest energy user. But blackouts there still

lasted for hours or days. What could the policymakers do but generate more power?You from

the future may consider my “what could they do?” a sarcastic rhetorical trick—as it sometimes

is, but not always. Professor Gutowski and his students once computed the annual energy

budgets of various American lifestyles as of 1997. A very earnest Buddhist monk (estimated

income $8,500, estimated expenditures $13,000) could get by using 113.8 million BTUs. A

homeless person lived nearly as frugally at 118.5 million. Next came a five-year-old child at

123.3 million BTUs (she loved her toys). They were all doing pretty well compared to the coma



patient and the senator (2.37 and 3.51 billion BTUs!). Gutowski now pointed out the sad fact

that even though the monk’s energy use constituted a mere one-third of the 1997 national per

capita average, it was still almost double the global average energy use.*Furthermore, such a

level, we believe, is not obtainable for the average American on a voluntary basis. Which brings

us to our second point; due to the combined effects of [energy] subsidies and rebound, the

magnitude of possible reductions in energy use for people in the United States by voluntary

changes in spending patterns appears limited.The coma patient certainly lacked any say in the

matter. Most likely, so did the nursing staff. As for the senator’s energy use—nearly 58 times

the global average (never mind his jet-setting carbon emissions)—perhaps that was also

necessary to do whatever politicking he did. What about the homeless American? Fast food

and plastic were not necessarily what he desired, although he became habituated to them. He

took what he could get, growing fat and losing teeth. Police tore down his camps and destroyed

his possessions—no use owning anything of value. He lived in trash and left trash behind him.

Shall we blame that on demand?Gutowski’s findings disheartened but also comforted me,

because I could reiterate to you from the future: See how they made us do it! It was never our

fault!In 1967 the President’s Science Advisory Committee found that American farmers could

grow three times more food per unit of area than their Asian and African counterparts—but at a

cost of 10 times more mechanical energy, which came (of course) from fossil fuels. Wasn’t

feeding multitudes well and cheaply a worthwhile use of thermodynamic work?If so, then why

not, for instance, super-size the growing, harvesting, processing, packing and cooking of our

edibles? Between 1997 and 2002, this form of American energy consumption ballooned more

than six times faster than total domestic energy use! We powered, for instance, frozen, canned,

and snack food technologies—because when I was alive, it would have been un-American not

to keep things ready and cold.—In 1993, 14.9% of my fellow citizens owned two or more

refrigerators; in 2005, 22.1% achieved that distinction, which we commemorated with

greenhouse gases.Shall we blame capitalism, then? Well, the Communists sought something

comparable—to be established from the top down:The rate at which the population is supplied

with refrigerators will increase from 32 per 100 families in 1970 to 64 in 1975 . . . By the end of

the five-year-plan, the sale of automobiles to the population will have increased more than

sixfold . . . In the next few years, the production and sale of ready-to-cook products, pre-cooked

items, concentrates and other items that make the home preparation of food easier should be

developed on a broad scale.In fact, what we all aspired to was simple: an unlimited supply,

which could therefore accommodate an unlimited increase in demand.In 1920 an American

correspondent had asked Lenin: “When do you think Communism will be complete in Russia?”

The latter replied that 10 years of national electrification would be required. “All our industries

will receive our motive power from a common source, capable of supplying them all adequately

[italics mine]. This will eliminate wasteful competition in the quest of fuel, . . . without which we

cannot hope to achieve a full measure of interchange of essential products in accordance with

Communist principles.”Capable of supplying them all adequately! That’s what they all wanted,

back when they were alive.So let’s not invoke national peculiarity alone as we wonder why it

was that in 2002, Americans spent 287,604 more BTUs per capita than in 1997 on the

manufacture, distribution, preparation and disposal of sugar and sweets. That was the

equivalent of an extra 69 pounds of coal apiece. Diabetes had long since become

commonplace among us, but sweets tasted so delicious!—I used to like to take my daughter

out to the ice cream parlor. And at Halloween it was just plain neighborly to buy giant bags of

individually wrapped candies to make the trick-or-treaters happy. It never crossed my mind that

I was doing wrong.By 2007, American grain and bakery products were getting trucked a



significantly greater average distance than a decade earlier: from 122 to 262 miles. As for

“meat, fish and preparations,” they used to travel 137 miles; now they had to go 243.* What

was that work for? It must have benefitted drivers, mechanics, highway maintenance crews,

refrigerant manufacturers, tire salesmen and the managers of large supermarket chains.We

accomplished other wonders during those years. For instance, in our homes and even in

restaurants we increasingly outsourced manual food preparation and cleanup activities to the

manufacturing sector, which relied on energy-using technologies. As a result, 16,000 food

service preparation positions disappeared, although I grant that “food manufacturing industries”

offered 4,800 new positions. In other words, the net loss was 11,200 jobs. Well, well, but hadn’t

Lucien Lucius Nunn called for a reduction of toil? (Who was toiling for us?—Mr. Carbon.)And

even as our toys put more people out of work, whoever could bought more toys, because back

when I was alive, economies needed to expand without limit! The people who sold could hardly

stay in business unless they kept selling. Products ought to wear out; new demands had to

arise—Gross Domestic Product must go up!In general, said the National Coal Association,

each percentage increase in Gross Domestic Product . . . has resulted in just over a 1 percent

rise in the demand for electricity, a trend that is expected to continue for the foreseeable

future.Were that fundamental to the human condition, ratios between electric demand and

GDP* would everywhere approach some constant value. In fact, when I considered the

countries mentioned in this book (adding Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia for benchmarks), it

turned out that their ratios of per capita power consumption to per capita GDP varied

considerably. Saudi Arabia’s was more than 40 times Afghanistan’s:RATIOS OF PER CAPITA

POWER CONSUMPTION TO PER CAPITA GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT,from Central

Intelligence Agency Data, Inset with United Nations Human Development Indicators,2008–09

and 2012,arranged in increasing order of per capita GDPAll population figures are July 2012

estimates. All GDP per capita figures are 2011 estimates. All gross power consumption figures

(which the CIA calls “electricity consumption”) are from 2008 or 2009, converted by WTV from

kilowatt-hours into BTUs. The figures are rounded here, for the reader’s convenience.

Unrounded figures, which appear in the source notes, were used in actual calculations.Per

capita power consumption was computed by dividing total power consumption by

population.The ratio “Power : GDP” means “BTUs consumed per capita in proportion to GDP

per capita” and was computed simply by dividing “Per capita power consumption” by “GDP per

capita.”The two multiplier headers in large type both set Afghanistan at 1, the first larger

numeral for GDP per capita, the second for ratio of “Power : GDP.” Thus for Bangladesh

<1.70>, <1.89> means that that country’s per capita GDP was 1.70 times Afghanistan’s, and its

Power to GDP ratio 1.89 times Afghanistan’s.Had the National Coal Association’s aphorism

been correct, all the “Power : GDP” headers should have approached the same value.The

United Nations indicators of human development come from a 1997 report, energy use being

only one of several indicators. “Low development” calculation excludes India. “Medium

development” excludes China. All express per capita power consumption [again, converted by

WTV to BTUs per minute].<1>, <1>AfghanistanPopulation:30,419,928Total power

consumption:788.74 billion [BTUs]Per capita power consumption:25.93 thousand [BTUs]GDP

per capita:$1,000 = <1>Power : GDP:26 [BTUs per $1 of national income]= <1><1.70>,

<1.89>BangladeshPopulation:161,083,804Total power consumption:13.45 trillionPer capita

power consumption:83.48 thousandGDP per capita:$1,700Power : GDP:49U.N. indicator of

“low human development”: 501,711 BTUs per capita.Producing this amount of electricity in a

power plant would require 120 pounds of coal, 84 pounds of oil or 63 pounds of natural gas per

person.U.N. indicator of “medium human development”: 3,532,455 BTUs per capita, or 7.041 ×



“low development.”84 pounds of coal, 588 pounds of oil or 441 pounds of natural gas.<11.80>,

<14.44>WorldPopulation:7,021,836,029Total power consumption:31.02 quadrillion [or

31,024,170,000,000,000]Per capita power consumption:4.42 millionGDP per capita:

$11,800Power : GDP:374<15.1>, <13.76>MexicoPopulation:114,975,406Total power

consumption:619.46 trillionPer capita power consumption:5.39 millionGDP per capita:

$15,100Power : GDP:357U.N. indicator of “high human development”: 7,884,030 BTUs per

capita, or 15.71 × “low development.”1,878 pounds of coal, 1,314 pounds of oil or 984 pounds

of natural gas.<24.0>, <40.18>Saudi ArabiaPopulation:26,534,504Total power

consumption:663.49 trillionPer capita power consumption:25 millionGDP per capita:

$24,000Power : GDP:1,042<34.3>, <25.90>JapanPopulation:127,368,088Total power

consumption:2.934 quadrillionPer capita power consumption:23.04 millionGDP per capita:

$34,300Power : GDP:672<48.0>, <32.62>United States of

AmericaPopulation:313,847,465Total power consumption:12.768 quadrillionPer capita power

consumption:40.68 millionGDP per capita:$48,100Power : GDP:846<49>, <35.67>United Arab

EmiratesPopulation:5,314,317Total power consumption:240.89 trillionPer capita power

consumption:45.33 millionGDP per capita:$49,000Power : GDP:925Sources: United Nations

Development Programme, 1997; Central Intelligence Agency, 2013; with calculations by WTV

(verified by Ben Coleman, Marshall University)This table does bear out the National Coal

Association’s fundamental premise: The higher the per capita GDP, the greater the per capita

power consumption.In his glowingly self-defensive treatise on fracking, the CEO of Breitling

Energy Corporation asserted that between 1950 and 2011, American energy consumption per

real dollar of Gross Domestic Product declined by 58%. How this sort of GNP compares with

the per capita kind, I, a non-economist, am unfit to tell you.* Presumably the rich would

consume the greatest proportion of GDP; and since American inequality increased in those

years, this trend would grow ever less relevant to any dependence of average prosperity on

electric power usage.Well, even so, when we were alive it was certainly the case that we

expected our economies to “grow”—and we expected new toys. In the words of Motor Trend

magazine: We all have at least one dream car, and probably several.*In this connection the

International Energy Agency offered an axiom not quite parallel to and more alarming than the

National Coal Association’s: CO2 emissions have been clearly linked to economic growth.From

this historical fact it was certainly convenient to deduce, as so many carbon ideologues did,

that economic growth cannot continue without continuing the growth of CO2 emissions.A

textbook case was China, where strongly increasing electricity production is the main driver for

record high CO2 emissions.*—But the Mexican government put it most grandly of all: As

shown in Figures II.24 to II.26—and if three figures show a thing contiguously, how can it not

be true?—a higher level of human development is associated with a higher level of emissions

per capita.*How dare you deny us our high level of development! We approached perfection,

and that is why you now retreat from rising acid seas. We accomplished great works.What was

the work for? Well, where did the work go? Here are some answers:COMPARATIVE ENERGY

REQUIREMENTS,in multiples of 1 British Thermal UnitAll levels expressed in [BTUs per

pound.] I have used the high heating value* where it is available.• = One of the “big five”

materials, which used the lion’s share of energy in manufacturing. see here.Electroprocessing

energies were originally expressed in kilowatt-hours. To consume this amount of current [1

kWh = 3,413 BTUs] a power plant at typical !S efficiency would have needed to burn 3× as many

BTUs as indicated here (see here). Thus, to electroprocess 1 lb of chlorine with 1952

technology would have required [3 × 5,120] BTUs of fuel—or, for instance, 0.8 lbs of medium

grade fuel oil, whose energy (see here) is 18,570 BTUs per lb. Figures over 5,000 rounded to



nearest 10. Over 1 million rounded to [decimal +] 2 significant figures.Multiples above 10 are

rounded to the nearest whole number.* For a definition, see below, here.< 1Energy to keep

warm 1 lb of water for a minute in a 40-gallon electric heater, purchased ca. 2011.* [0.065 BTU.

But assuming a typical !S efficiency in the power plant that produced this electricity, 0.195 BTUs

of combusted fossil fuels would be required.]< 1Energy to move each poundweight of an

unspecified “semi” moving truck 1 mile in 2016, loaded weight 70,000 lbs, average speed

unspecified, average fuel consumption 6 miles per gallon. [0.40 BTUs per pound.]< 1Energy to

move each poundweight of an unspecified “new” mid-1970s heavy rail train 1 mile. “Propulsion

energy” per “vehicle-mile” stated at 75,000 BTUs. Weight of an Amfleet I coach car, introduced

into service in 1975, was 106,000 lbs. [0.7075 BTUs per pound.]1Definition of 1 BTU. See

header 3.1.5Energy to move each poundweight of a winning-class American stock car 1 mile in

the 1952 Mobilgas Economy Run from Los Angeles to Sun Valley, loaded weight 4,000 lbs,

average speed 40.7 miles per hour, average fuel consumption 21 miles per gallon. [1.1516

BTUs per pound.]1.6Energy to move each poundweight of a 2017 XT5 AWD 3.6 “Platinum”

Cadillac, average fuel consumption 21 miles per gallon, curb weight 4,025 lbs. [1.586 BTUs per

pound.]1.6Energy to move each poundweight of a 2017 “F-Pace” Jaguar, average fuel

consumption 20 miles per gallon, average of its 2 possible curb weights 4,025 lb. [1.586 BTUs

per pound.]2.6Energy to move each poundweight of a typical mid-1970s automobile 1 mile,

average fuel consumption 12 miles per gallon. “Propulsion energy” per “vehicle-mile” stated at

11,000 BTUs. (Average weight in 1975 was 4,060 pounds.) [2.62 BTUs per pound.]3Energy to

raise the temperature of 1 lb of water by 1° Fahrenheit. [Definition of 1 BTU.] [Assuming that

same !S efficiency in the power plant, 3 BTUs of combusted fossil fuels would be

required.]11Energy to perform 1 “delivered horsepower per hour” of farmwork using a one-

cylinder gasoline-powered tractor, ca. 1911, per pound of tractorweight: 1.273 pounds of 70

specific, 64 Baumé gravity gasoline, at period HHV of 20,000 BTUs per pound. Estimated

tractorweight: 7 tons. [Energy needed for entire tractor: 25,460 BTUs or about 13 BTUs per

pound.]60–155Specific cutting energy* for machining 1 lb of various aluminum alloys, ca. 2011.

Note: From here to end of table, I rely on stated manufacturing energies. To estimate actual

power plant inputs, multiply × 3.245–344Specific cutting energy for machining 1 lb of various

nickel alloys, ca. 2011.415Energy required in 1975 to produce a pound of sulfuric acid

(concentration unspecified).426Energy to make 1 lb of cement (type unspecified), 2013. An

astonishing improvement over the process of 1950. See 4,131.The values within these lines

[430 to 13,000 BTUs per pound] reflect typical manufacturing energies for plastics, metals and

composites, ca. 2010.500Average energy required ca. 1958 to heat from 2,000–2,400° F 1 lb

of steel in an ingot heating furnace. Parroted from my grandfather’s Mechanical Engineers’

Handbook. Gutowski kindly ran this calculation for 2016 technology and got 276 BTUs/

lb.1,750Average heat required ca. 1958 from fuel per lb of steel in a batch in-and-out furnace,

2,000–2,400° F.1,750Energy to make a pound of “common brick,” 1975.2,464Energy to make 1

lb of Portland cement, U.S.A., 1990.2,706 [= 0.793 kWh]Average energy needed to

manufacture $1 worth of American products, 1947. Again, to make this much electricity, a

power plant would have had to burn 3× as many BTUs, or more than ½ lb of Appalachian coal.

The fact that the customer paid only 0.7452 cents for this thermodynamic work, with its

associated economic, social and environmental costs, goes far to explain what we did to our

planet.3,600Energy to heat 1 lb of iron [from air temperature?] to 5,000° F and vaporize it, ca.

1958.4,131Energy to make 1 lb of Portland cement, U.S.A., 1950.5,120Energy to make 1 lb of

chlorine by electroprocessing in 1952.8,600–10,750Energy to make 1 lb of “ordinary” steel

from pig iron in 2010.8,900Energy to make 1 lb of rayon by electroprocessing in



1952.9,900Energy to make 1 lb of paper, 2013.10,350Energy to make 1 lb of liquid chlorine in

1975.13,760Average energy to make 1 lb of plastic, 2013.30,720Energy to make 1 lb of

aluminum by electroprocessing in 1952. Probably a U.S. figure.39,980Energy to make 1 lb of

aluminum, 2013. Probably a global average figure.68,260 [= 20 kilowatt-hours]Energy to make

1 lb of titanium by electroprocessing in 1952. Each American “consumer” used about this much

energy per day in 1975.122,000Energy to make 1 lb of aluminum ingot in 1975.429,920Energy

to complete chemical vapor deposition process, “an important step in the production of

electronic grade silicon,” upon 1 lb of material, ca. 2011.15.48 millionEnergy to make 1 lb of

carbon nanotubes, ca. 2011. This is equivalent to the high heating value of 121 gallons of

gasoline.About PowerWe stand naked and exposed in the face of our ever-increasing power,

lacking the wherewithal to control it.Pope Francis, Encyclical Letter of 2015[Subsequent to the

Chernobyl fiasco of 1986,] [c]ountries of the former USSR have been encouraged by the

International Atomic Energy Agency . . . and the United States to shut down . . . [Chernobyl-

style] reactors, but as of early 1995 demands for electrical power have prevented such

action.Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology, 1994Those 68,260 BTUs required to

electroprocess that pound of titanium back in 1952 could have been applied slowly or quickly;*

either way they would have performed their work.—But had the factory staff set out to produce

so many pounds per hour, their machines would have needed to do work at a given continuous

rate. The same would apply had they wished to listen to the radio in the front office:Luxury is

right. Her mother brings her ironing over every Tuesday, because we have the electricity. The

last baby, her mother stayed with us a week and she never went to bed till two o’clock in the

morning, listening to the radio . . . The old lady won’t believe it that the music comes from

Chicago, through the air.What the old lady “consumed” was not a commodity but an

experience: electric power creating fleeting sounds, moment after moment, at her will.Power is

amount of work done per unit of time. When I was alive, my homeland’s unit of power was the

watt.1 watt = 1 joule* per second = 0.056884 BTUs per minuteIn heat-equivalents, a watt

expresses the energy in one match tip entirely burnt every 17 and a half minutes.If none of its

inherent energy were lost to electricity generation, and we could combust it with preposterous

slowness, a pound of “average” Appalachian coal [at 12,500 BTUs] could give off 1 watt

continuously for nearly 153 days.By definition, a 100-watt lightbulb consumed 100 joules per

second, which worked out to 5.6884 BTUs per minute. Twelve thousand simultaneously shining

100-watt bulbs would burn in one minute the same amount of energy as was needed to make

that pound of titanium.*Since the watt is an open-ended measure of continuous energy

consumption, we require a different measure for absolute energy consumed. This latter is the

watt-hour.* Two bulbs rated at the same wattage will draw the same amount of power. But the

one that shines for a shorter interval will use less energy—fewer watt-hours.An American radio

from the 1950s might be rated at 60 watts. If someone played it for 15 hours, the power it spent

would equal (60 × 15) or 900 watt-hours—a figure which in our day would be expressed in an

electric bill as 0.9 kilowatt-hours.A kilowatt is 1,000 watts. A kilowatt-hour inventories the result

of 1,000 watts being consumed for the space of an hour, or 500 watts spent for two hours, or

any other equivalent of 1,000 joules:1 kilowatt-hour is equivalent to 1 kilowatt × 1 hour, or 1,000

× [0.056884 BTUs/minute] × 60 minutesHence this simple conversion:1 kilowatt-hour =

3,600,000 joules = 3,413 BTUsBut what does a kilowatt-hour really “mean”? How can one

conceptualize it?Since one BTU indicates the amount of energy needed to warm a pound of

water by 1° Fahrenheit, then 1 kilowatt-hour could correspondingly warm 3,413 pounds of water

—more than 409 gallons.Should you happen to have 2,650 hundred-pound sandbags on hand,

please open your trap door and let them all tumble 10 feet. The work thereby accomplished on



them by gravity adds up to 1 kilowatt-hour. This quantity is rather staggering. Imagine what

would be left of you after a 265,000-pound weight fell 10 feet onto your head!—But our electric-

powered toys could slurp up a kilowatt-hour almost effortlessly—which cost us next to nothing

(never mind the future). A children’s illustrated book enthused: Today, electricity is such a

familiar and convenient form of energy that it is simply called “power” . . .Pastry-making

machine, KyotoIn 1952, one kilowatt-hour could power a sewing machine for about eight hours

or a vacuum cleaner for three. It could percolate 40 cups of coffee, or keep a 40-watt bulb

shining for 25 hours.* At our typical !S efficiencies, a pound of Appalachian coal burned in a

power plant would produce 1 kilowatt-hour, with a few BTUs left over.We liked to keep the lights

on in 1952.—Back then, we had carbon to burn. A pound of kerosene contained within it

enough energy to generate 5.8 kilowatt-hours—nearly 20,000 BTUs.*PER CAPITA POWER

CONSUMPTION, ca. 1925 and ca. 2014,in multiples of the 1925 Japanese averageAll levels

expressed in [kilowatt-hours and BTUs]. 1 kWh = 3,413.0 BTUs. I provide both units since kWh

are the default in power reports.All figures over 10 rounded up to nearest whole digit.ca.

19251Japan [88 and 300,344] (kWh and BTUs).1.60Germany [141 and 481,233].5.36United

States [472 and 1,610,936].5.60Norway [493 and 1,682,609].6.95Canada [612 and

2,088,756].7.96Switzerland [700 and 2,389,100].ca. 2014*77Japan [6,764 and 23,084,798]. An

increase of 77×.82Germany [7,192 and 24,545,108]. An increase of 51×.83Switzerland [7,315

and 24,966,095]. An increase of 11×.139United States [12,186 and 41,590,610]. An increase

of 26×.163Canada [14,351 and 48,979,963]. An increase of 23×.267Norway [23,486 and

80,157,718]. An increase of 48×.Satisfying each Canadian’s electric appetite throughout 2014

would have required:*Michigan brown peat: 4,885 pounds; or,West Virginia bituminous coal,

Pocahontas No. 3 bed: 3,666 lbs; or,diesel fuel: 2,343 lbs = 362 gal; or,gasoline: 2,174 lbs =

384 gal; or,methane (primary constituent of natural gas): 1,890 lbs = 49,309 cu ft; or,nuclear

fuel: 0.00012374 lb = 1/505 of an ounce.Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, 1925;

Central Intelligence Agency; 2014, with calculations by WTV.Although the tools, appliances and

toys that we owned all did measurable amounts of work (as when we ran a vacuum cleaner

over the hall rug), we never had to worry (unless they were battery-powered) how much

electricity they required.* We just plugged them into the wall! They drank in current, each

according to its rated need, and as long as we wished them to work, they would, hour after

hour, without limit, until we got tired of them or they wore out. Then we bought new ones, which

were built even “better,” because they could do more work.Not all of us were careless and

thoughtless. The government regulators who imposed efficiency standards and the engineers

who met them deserve praise. Some appliances truly did become better, accomplishing more

work while using less energy. Here is one such story: Between 1947 and 2008, American

refrigerators grew in size by 159%—and by 1974 they were bolting down more than 400%

more electric power than in 1947. Four ecologically conscious engineers from Stanford

accordingly advised us: In general, old small refrigerators use less energy than the big new

ones.—Then (in part because of what we called “the Arab oil crisis”) manufacturing standards

kicked in. Of course most “consumers” hardly knew or cared—but the 2008 models drew less

power than the dinosaurs of 1947—so much less that keeping older models running often

became the wrong choice.Building a refrigerator took energy—this much to smelt and shape

the steel, that much for the glass, so much for the refrigerant, etcetera. Call the sum of all such

the manufacturing energy.Once some “consumer” bought it and plugged it in, the machine

began drinking electric power, as it would do almost without letup throughout its entire working

life. Let that consumption be named the use energy.The sum of these is the embodied

energy.A refrigerator made in a certain year might stay in service for a decade, consuming ever



more embodied energy. The manufacturing energy remained fixed forever, while the use

energy grew second by second. If the householder who owned it cared about “some

ecosystem somewhere,” she might strive to do good by nursing it as long as possible, delaying

the time when the climate-changing CFCs or HCFCs from its dismantled guts rose up into the

atmosphere,* and likewise putting off the necessity to smelt more steel and produce more

glass for the sake of a new toy. All the while, her present refrigerator’s ratio of use energy to

manufacturing energy increased. Oh, she meant well—but she might be doing harm. And if the

intuitively laudable approach of retaining one’s workhorses, living frugally, declining to escalate

demand, were wrong, who could blame her for throwing up her hands? When I was writing

Carbon Ideologies, my friends said, “Bill, what’s your solution?” and “Bill, what’s the point of all

this arithmetic?” and “Bill, if there’s no hope why even think about it?” (Of all the excuses I

heard for doing nothing about climate change, the last one actually touched my heart.)Four

technologists (one of them Professor Gutowski) who studied the relative contribution of each

lifecycle stage of the product from cradle to grave concluded, as one might have predicted, that

the use phase of [a] refrigerator is the largest contributing phase in regards to energy

consumption. Better, then, to junk a 1974 model refrigerator and buy one from 1983, writing off

the double expense of manufacturing energy for the two appliances, than to replace failing

components, keeping the old one loyally humming and throbbing—and spending significantly

more carbon-emitting electricity over its nine-year average useful life than would the model

from 1983.But keeping an old fridge running was the right thing to do in 1956 and the wrong

thing in 1992.If a householder’s room air conditioner, washing machine, refrigerator and

dishwasher were all 1981 models, and if she replaced them with 2008 models, she might save

herself—and our atmosphere—from the effects of 213 million wasted BTUs: many dollars,

4,900 gallons of heavy grade fuel oil burned in a power plant, and more than 20 tons of carbon

dioxide.Woman walking past the Flamingo substation, Las VegasWearing our clothes out, right

into rags, was always best; while replacing an electric motor usually saved more energy than

repairing it. As for retreading our automobile tires, that strongly depends on the boundary

conditions of the analysis.Meanwhile we lived our own lives, buying toys and plugging them in.

This was our glory—in the developed world, at least, where we still had all the power we could

pay for. Where that power came from was no business of ours. (Where did it come from? I

quote from Power and the Plow, 1911: Possibly the most stupendous discovery in the history of

the world was that heat from burning materials could be made to do the work of plants and

animals.)What an apt word, power!—Here are some ways we spent it:COMPARATIVE POWER

REQUIREMENTS AND ENERGY USAGES,in multiples of what was needed per minute ca.

1975 to operate a plug-in vibrator[From American sources, unless otherwise stated.]All levels

expressed in [BTUs per minute]. Early-21st-century U.S. electricity assumed to be 115 volts.

Note that some devices such as refrigerators cycle on and off, while others receive only

intermittent use; hence while these comparisons are accurate per minute of operation, they

prove nothing in regard to longer-term power consumption. Unless otherwise stated, these are

rated figures. “Typically, the input power for a microwave oven is 50% higher than its rated

power.”These estimates come from many different sources and are not utterly consistent. For

instance, compare 1.87–2.49 to 4.0, and 289.48 billion to 299.39 billion.The symbol <H>

indicates that a longer block of energy consumption has been broken up into assumedly equal

increments of BTUs/min. This may be an oversimplification. For instance, the refrigerator in 2.4

must do more thermodynamic work than usual after the door has been opened in order to put

away groceries.The symbol <C> is a reminder that in a given case some or all thermodynamic

work was supplied or could be supplied non-electrically—by combustion. For instance, much of



the total U.S. energy consumption for 1990 went not to electric power but motor power: burning

gasoline in vehicle engines.All comparative headers over 10 rounded up to nearest whole digit.

Absolute figures over 200 rounded likewise. Absolute figures and comparative headers over 1

billion rounded to 2 significant digits.<1<C> 1 watt [0.056884 BTUs/min]. Please recall that a

watt is a unit not of energy, but of energy consumption. 1 watt = 1 joule per

second.<1Operating a certain medium-quality rechargeable drugstore electric toothbrush,

purchased 2015 [0.051].<1<C> The amount of heat to be withdrawn from 1 pound of water in

order to form ice in 24 hours. [Based on definition of a refrigeration ton.] [0.100 BTU per

minute].<1<H> Operating a passive infrared sensor LED motion detector light, purchased 2015

[1.74].1Enjoying a plug-in vibrator, ca. 1975 [2.28 BTUs per minute].1.6<C> Sleeping:

metabolic requirement of a human body [3.67].1.5Operating a popular brand of laptop

computer, purchased 2014 [3.43]. Compare with 359.1.87Operating a “consumer” grade

sewing machine, ca. 1975 [4.27]. Compare with 629.1.87–2.49<C> “A typical adult male at

sustained labor is estimated to produce 75 to 100 watts of power.” [4.26 to 5.69]. Compare with

2.95 and 4.0.2Operating a radio, ca. 1975 [4.56]. Compare with 22.2.4<H> Operating

refrigerator, ca. 1961 [5.53]. Compare with 3.8, 5.9, 419.2.5Powering a 100-watt lightbulb, by

definition [5.69].2.95<H> <C> “A moderately active human adult requires about 3 million

cal[ories] [= 3,000 “food calories” or kcal] every 24 hr.” [8.27].3.7–4.7<C> Removing 1 cubic

inch [per minute] of brass, using a round-nosed lathe tool, ca. 1945 [8.48–10.61 BTUs per

minute].3.8<H> Operating refrigerator, 1969 [8.69]. Compare with 2.4, 5.9, 419.4.0<H>

Sweeping the floor: metabolic requirement of a human body [9.2]. Compare with 1.6, 1.87–

2.49.5.9<H> Operating refrigerator without freezer, ca. 1975 [13.37]. With frostless freezer:

[25.31]. Compare with 2.4, 3.8, 419.7.5<H> Running home freezer, hair dryer or color

television,* ca. 1975 [17.05].9.3–14Activating 15-pound power hammer, ca. 1945 [21.09–

31.82].9.5<H> Operating a 40-gallon electric water heater, purchased ca. 2011

[21.7].*13Operating a certain brand of electric corn popper, 1956. “It’s 25% bigger and much

faster than many poppers of this type. Full 500-watt heating element (not just 400 watts) gives

faster popping and fluffier, more tender popcorn. No stirring or shaking!” [28.44].13<H>

Average per-minute power consumption by William T. Vollmann during December 2014 [28.92].

Compare with 16.13Operating a vacuum cleaner, ca. 1975 [30.72]. Compare with 34,

1,048.15Operating a cell phone charger, ca. 2012 [34.13].16<H> Average per-minute power

consumption by William T. Vollmann during December 2013 [36.26]. Compare with 13.19–

33<C> Removing 1 cubic inch of cast steel, using a round-nosed lathe tool, ca. 1945 [42.42–

76.35].19<H> Operating a heavy-duty blender, purchased 2012 [42.51].21<H> “American

average” household power consumption (about 20 kilowatt-hours per day), ca. 1975 [47.4].

Compare with 31.22Listening to a radio, ca. 2012 [51.2]. Compare with 2.25<C> 1 kilowatt

[56.884].26<H> Average power consumption “for a single family residence” in Sacramento,

California, 2016 [59.3]. “S[acramento] M[unicipal] U[tility] D[istrict], through its energy efficiency

programs for customers, set an aggressive goal in 2007 to accomplish 15 percent energy

reduction in 10 years. SMUD is on track to meet or exceed that goal next year.”29Operating .75

horsepower air compressor, purchased ca. 1999* [66.33].30Running a dishwasher, ca. 1975

[67.69].31Operating a 11 × 14" photographic dry mount press, mfg. ca. 1970s

[71.105].31Average American household power consumption, 2010 [71.7]. Compare with

21.32<H> Operating a window air conditioner, ca. 1975 [73.95].33<H> Operating a “Fan-forced

Non-Automatic Electric Heater,” 1956 [75.08].34<H> Using a home electric broiler, ca. 1975

[78.22].34Operating a hypoallergenic vacuum cleaner, purchased 2010 [78.50]. Compare with

13, 1048.35<H> <C> Per capita American “food-related energy flow,”* 2002 [78.92]. Compare



with 284.81<H> <C> Per capita American energy use, including burning wood for fuel, 1870

[184.87].93<H> <C> Accomplishing average work with a bulldozer of 29-inch width and 14-inch

head movement, ca. 1945 [212].93<C> Operating a horizontal boring, drilling and milling

machine with a 2.5-inch-diameter spindle, ca. 1945 [212].100<C> Rated capacity of Parsons

steam turbine dynamo, 1884: 4,000 watts at 100 volts d.v. [228].105<H> <C> Per capita

American energy use, 1900 [240].132Operating a LG front-loading dryer, electric model,

purchased ca. 2015 [301]. “Tumble driers [sic] are hugely energy inefficient and should be

avoided if at all possible.”161Operating a Samsung front-loading dryer, DV42H5 series, gas

model, purchased ca. 2015 [367].180Operating a 24-inch LCD television, ca. 2012

[410].194<H> <C> Per capita American energy use, 1950 [443].270<H> <C> Per capita

American energy use, 1990 [616]. This is 3.33 times the comparable figure for 1870; see 81.

For 1990 per capita figure, see 67.84 billion.284<H> <C> Per capita American overall “energy

flow,” 2002 [647]. Compare with 35.292Cooking on a home electric range, ca. 1975

[667].359Operating a desktop personal computer, ca. 2012 [819]. Compare with 1.5.372<C>

Accomplishing average work with a bulldozer of 63-inch width and 20-inch head movement, ca.

1945 [848].372–465<C> Operating a horizontal boring, drilling and milling machine with a 9.5-

inch-diameter spindle, ca. 1945 [848–1,061].419<H> Operating a 12-cubic-foot refrigerator, ca.

2012 [956]. Compare with 3.8, 4.8, 5.9.*465–651Activating a 1,000-pound power hammer, ca.

1945 [1,060–1,485].629Operating a light commercial sewing machine, purchased ca. 2010

[1,434]. Compare with 1.85. This figure, calculated per usual procedure, strikes me as far too

high.688Flying the first Piper Cub two-seat airplane at full engine capacity (“a whopping 37

horsepower”), 1938 [1,569].897Operating a hedge trimmer, ca. 2012 [2,044].898Powering the

5 screens of a multiplex movie theater, ca. 2009 [2,047].1,048Operating a vacuum cleaner, ca.

2012 [2,389]. Compare with 13, 34.1,347Operating a small microwave, ca. 2012

[3,071].1,497Operating a hair dryer, ca. 2012 [3,413].1,796Operating an espresso machine or

a dishwasher, ca. 2012 [4,096].2,096Operating a large microwave, ca. 2012 [4,779].7,442<C>

Capacity of an Illinois Central 1930 model 100,000-lb electric locomotive, 400 continuous

horsepower [16,967].11,102<H> <C> Average U.S. electric production, week of June 17, 2015

[25,313].126,510<C> Capacity of a Virginian 1948 model 1,033,800-lb electric locomotive,

6,800 continuous horsepower [288,442].2.29 billion<H> <C> U.S. energy consumed in paper

manufacture, 1988 [5.23 billion].5.44 billion<H> <C> U.S. energy consumed in refining

petroleum, 1988 [12.39 billion].67.84 billion<H> <C> Total U.S. energy consumption, 1990

[154.68 billion]. For corresponding per capita figure, see 270.74.85 billion<H> <C> World

energy consumption rate, ca. 1950: 3 terawatts [170.65 billion].The following two entries vary

by under 4%. Presumably we actually used more energy in 1991 than in 1990. Hence this

small lesson in approximation errors.289.48 billion<H> <C> World energy consumption

amount, 1991, converted as usual to the necessary per-minute rate, and computed from a

different source than the next entry [660.01 billion].299.39 billion<H> <C> World energy

consumption rate, ca. 1990: 12 terawatts [682.61 billion].498.98 billion<H> <C> World energy

consumption rate, ca. 2015: “About” 20 terawatts [1.14 quadrillion].748.47 billion<H> <C>

World energy consumption rate, ca. 2050 (ca. 2015 projection): 30 terawatts [1.71

quadrillion].Circa 2010, per capita manufacturing power consumption was increasing by a

steady 1.2% per year all around the globe.And so a little picture-book on electricity, written for

the benefit of American first-graders, did well (or at least appropriately) to end as follows:

People everywhere need more and more electricity each day. Scientists keep looking for new

ways to make electricity.What Was the Work For? (continued)A Beloved Symbol of Christmas

Sparkles with Built-in Lights and Genuine Crystal! . . . At the press of a button, LED lights



brighten the tree, while built-in lights illuminate the crystal base and the star-shaped topper. A

medley of 8 holiday carols adds to the merriment!Advertisement in National Enquirer,

2016Machines kept our thoroughfares clean when I was alive. Before dawn, streetlights

protected me; day and night I could push a button whose signal would halt traffic so that I could

cross even the busiest street. At all hours I would spy my fellow humans riding to and fro,

enabled by internal combustion engines that perfumed the neighborhood with gasoline and

diesel. It was marvelous how many of us there were. We were experienced in our way, much

like cockroaches, and our experience assured us that we could keep going nearly forever in

just this fashion; so too our children. When my daughter turned 16, I took her to the

Department of Motor Vehicles so that she could hazard her driver’s test on a touchscreen;

once she had passed and I had paid, she took a different test and I paid again—after which

she was allowed to burn all the gasoline she could afford.On this subject, please do give credit

to the automotive engineers of my time: In little more than half a century they made gasoline

perform almost 35% more apparent work* than before:ENERGY REQUIRED TO MOVE AN

AMERICAN CAR ONE MILE, 1949 and 2010Assuming gasoline’s calorific efficiency = 112,500

BTUs/gal.1949: 8,654 BTUs[13 miles per gallon]2010: 6,429 BTUs[17.5 miles per

gallon]Sources: Prentiss, 2015; Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook, 1958, with calculations by

WTV.And what was that work for?—My daughter drove to school and back; she picked up her

mother at the airport; how could I label this unworthy use?—I myself quite often let carbon

power take me to a place for no better reason than that I felt like travelling there. (Perhaps you

think that I should avoid this subject, but when I lived we were none of us ashamed.) Whenever

I wished (and had enough money), I flew to Japan in a great metal airship that spewed carbon

dioxide as it went. How much of that greenhouse gas should I have taken responsibility for?*

There were many of us all together in this vessel, and mostly we sat bored and annoyed during

those nine or 16 hours, while the power that carried us through the air labored unobserved. If

the flight grew turbulent, then someone’s baby might cry; and when the turbulence worsened,

then perhaps a few frail or phobic passengers turned pale, remembering that we all continued

aloft only through some mystery, and that should the mystery fail, we would plummet

screaming into the ocean. The air grew calm again, and we resumed our indifference to jet

propulsion. I suppose that sort of ride has been discontinued.In middle age I happened to grow

curious about nuclear accidents (in my day they were novelties), so when I got to Japan I

would hire a $600 taxi ride into this or that red zone. A battery-powered dosimeter kept me

conveniently abreast of the harm I was inflicting on myself. Sometimes when I wandered past

ruined houses, photographing whatever I liked with a battery-powered camera that even

rewound the film for me, or measuring radiation with my scintillation counter (after six months

that excellent device still had plenty of chemical energy in its first pair of batteries), the white-

gloved driver became anxious, especially at night; he would sit in the car with the engine

running; at half a block’s distance I could smell the exhaust. Well, that was his lookout. I didn’t

pay for the gas.There were bullet trains in Japan, and glowing vending machines with ice

coffee or piping hot soup. I have been told that up to 10% of that nation’s electricity went to

ready lights on various machines and appliances. In the convenience stores the freezers were

doorless, so that we could feel the coolness beside the hotness and be tempted. Toilet seats

warmed themselves at the touch of a button. (Thoreau: We will sit on a mound and muse, and

try not to make those skeletons stand on their legs again. Does nature remember, think you,

that they were men, or not rather that they are bones?) There were escalators, too. I loved all

that.And sometimes I went to Mexico to be entertained by oil extraction. At night the taco

stands and tiny sope restaurants shone blue with gas-jet flames. Women sat ready to pound



out tortillas with their hands and throw them on the griddle. Cauldrons of lard kept themselves

on the boil. Often no customers were present, but one had to be ready, so the gas burned

merrily on. In the center of town rose towers of peach-orange refinery flame.There were

movies wherever I went, thanks to electricity. And in West Virginia, where it pleased my fancy

to look at coal mines, I often got to ride around in a car. (Walter J. Boyne, 1988: A curious

aspect of the automobile has been the manner in which men and women of all countries view it

—not in terms of need, but of desire.) I myself was never one to emote about the way the 5.2

liter, twin-turbo V-12 storms to its 7,000-rpm redline or the barrel-chested boom from the

exhaust on the way there (that hymn celebrates the 2017 Aston Martin DB11), but without a

vehicle dedicated to my personal goals I could not have written vivid descriptions of places for

Carbon Ideologies.—It was wise to pay attention to the fuel gauge, but there would always be a

gas station, and as long as I had money the wheels kept turning my way. Every motel room I

checked into was warmable or coolable to taste, no matter how poorly insulated the building

might be. Oil stayed cheap, and natural gas also; who wouldn’t rather burn carbon than put in

solid walls?*So that was how I lived, and you who live after me may well agree that whether it

was good or bad, it was certainly a pleasant life.Carbon Ideologies ApproachedLife as we

know it is not limitless in its capacities . . . Actually, its manifestations are confined to a small

range on the thermometer.Loren Eiseley, 1969Was this Earth in any sense entrusted to us, or

merely, coincidentally, made our available prey?Once upon a time, the issue under contention

between these opposing views was moral, spiritual, aesthetic. Hence in my youth I heard

environmentalists called elitist, sentimental, selfish and racist, while loggers, miners and

trawler-fishermen were accused of insensitivity; their ways of making a living deprived us of

“wilderness” which hypothetically enriched our secret “natures.” So the pleasures of a forest

trekker got weighed against the projected needs of power generation; the practical advantage

of situating an observatory atop a certain mountain might be litigated against by the Indian

tribe to whom that mountain was sacred; jobs offered by the local paper mill did or did not

measure up against tourist dollars driven off by the stink. And as usual, money generally

weighed greater than anything, and competing moneys confused us all.What a country it must

have been before the lumber men came! Sherwood Anderson is writing about Appalachia. He

goes on: . . . The mountain men were always talking of the spruce forests of former days. Many

of them worked in the lumber camps. They speak of soft moss into which a man sank almost to

his knees, the silence of the forest, the great trees. Meanwhile the coal men investigated the

ground where the great trees had been. Wherever it paid them, they sliced off mountaintops,

choking the hollows and streams with poisonous rubble, and if the result was uglier than

before, well, at least somebody made a profit.Presently arose two sharper queries. The first

was: Were humans guilty of outright ecocide? If so, to what extent might this be a crime? What

“value” was, for instance, the life of the spotted owl?—This got easily settled in economic

terms; the owl’s worth was zero.However, the issue of financial value failed to go away. Hence

the second query: What if unregulated taking were damaging somebody’s investment? In 1876

John Muir warned: Strip off the woods with their underbrush from the mountain flanks, and the

whole State, the lowlands as well as the highlands, would gradually turn into a desert. This

effect being so evident, at least to him, toward century’s end he drew an optimistic conclusion:

The slow-going, unthrifty farmers, also, are beginning to realize that when the timber is

stripped from the mountains the irrigating streams dry up in summer, and are destructive in

winter; that soil, scenery, and everything slip off with the trees: so of course they are coming

into the ranks of tree-friends.The pleasures of electricity in HiroshimaBut were they? And if

they were, was that good enough to meet a future-dweller’s definition of stewardship?More



decades of happy material accumulation passed by, until the issue further sharpened itself:

Might our actions actually be imperiling us? Who could believe such a ridiculous thing? And yet

this worry asserted itself ever more pressingly—although we wriggled to avoid it.In 1968 a

scientist wrote: Increasingly, there is but one way into the future: the technological way. The

frightening aspect of this situation lies in the constriction of human choice. In fact we had more

choices than ever before.What mainly fretted us about our fossil fuels was that they might run

out. In 1981, a good decade after my biology textbook noted that highways, gas stations and

parking lots now cover more of the surface area of the U.S. than do homes, stores and schools,

a report on automobiles in America’s urban zones advised:Transportation is heavily dependent

on the use of oil derivatives* . . . In contrast, a variety of energy sources can generate

electricity. A rational allocation of energy resources, therefore, might be to limit the use of liquid

hydrocarbons in electric power generation and place major reliance instead on coal and

uranium, augmented by hydroelectric and solar energy.Yes, that was the “rational” way to get

by, all right! By then several dozen of us had heard about contamination in “some ecosystem

somewhere,” but we had to get on with our lives. Don’t say we didn’t try to be good; several

commuters even rode “rail rapid transit” powered by electrical energy! (More than 30 years

later, as I flittered from Poza Rica to Oklahoma City to Dubai for Carbon Ideologies, I kept

meeting people who thought we should abandon fossil fuels in favor of “electricity”—as if

electricity emerged new and clean from nowhere all by itself!) To tell the truth, our lives were

unthinkable without internal combustion engines—whose fuels polluted the atmosphere as

follows: With respect to both carbon monoxide and nitrous oxide pollution, not to mention

sulfurs and particulates, coal came out the worst in grams emitted per car-mile, followed by

residual oil, then natural gas. As for carbon dioxide, how could that be a pollutant? In its “rail

rapid transit” report (1979) the U.S. Department of Transportation did not mention it. For in

those days there were so many other ways that we could have done for ourselves that climate

change hardly stood out!—In 1972, in a science-fiction novel called The End of the Dream, the

saturnine Philip Wylie asked what our work was for and expressly disliked the answer: It was

politically impossible in the late 1970s to compel even part of industry to suspend production

for a mere twelve to eighteen months to make essential changes in its techniques, even to

save the environment. The American citizenry . . . was addicted to consumerism. So were other

nationalities.—What happened next? As Wylie imagined it, children got cooked to death when

an overheated nuclear reactor had to cool itself with massive quantities of river water (the

“power interests” hushed it up because so far it involves, mostly, a small number of slum kids,

most of them Negro or Puerto Rican); then came the nitrogen oxide inversion layer in

Manhattan that killed 1,200,000 . . .—and then, because the seas were like a chemical

warehouse factory, with a million compounds in stock that were stirred together, outcome

unknowable, and because certain manufacturing processes used world-wide in the making of

cheap dyes killed some obscure marine protozoa that had kept them in check, came the

vibes:A great shadow, lightish, goes under my boat and past it for, maybe, a hundred feet . . .

And the vibes start squirming out by the million. Looks like macaroni—. . . a vibe gets Amy

while she’s just ready to scram . . . Then the follow-upper types arrive and you can’t see

nothing, no dress, even, for the white wriggling mess is all over her.They struck all over the

world:Japan managed fairly well, its population already reduced to a tenth of its peak by the

Rice Blast . . . Some cities, such as Cincinnati, where it was believed the invasion could not

occur, were hit at night and virtually depopulated before dawn, amidst scenes of incredible

panic and rout.But never mind the vibes, who were presently undone by other pollution; for by

2010 the seas had risen more than two hundred feet . . . Meanwhile the atmosphere,



staggering under a cloak of coal-mine-fire pollution, began to deposit a rising volume of toxic

compounds produced by volcanic activity.*Near the end of my life the predictions in that final

paragraph seemed likeliest. We had been using the oceans for sewers; we polluted land and

air left and right . . . and for all I know, you from the future will conclude that climate change was

not the worst of it. (From The Japan Times, 2013: Dense clouds of yellow dust from China were

forecast to begin reaching Japan on Friday. From the same paper, 2014: Yellow dust linked to

more emergency room trips. Maybe you’ve even met the vibes.)—In that era we used to

entertain ourselves with all kinds of post-apocalyptic visions. George R. Stewart’s Earth Abides

imagined a plague that wiped out most of us; Neville Shute’s On the Beach described our

extinction after a thermonuclear war; John Brunner’s The Sheep Look Up retailed the

destruction of America from pollution, greed and technological incompetence. A Stanford

University biologist says the race between food production and population growth needs is

already lost: by 1985 hundreds of millions of people will starve to death.—One or more of

these events could still happen in your time. As for other scenarios, they mostly derived from

our failure to answer that question: What was the work for?A hazy reply did come from the

advertisements in Inc.: The Magazine for Growing Companies (you see, our companies had to

grow). Trying to sell us a 1985 Toyota cargo van (2,500-pound payload), some genius urged:

Pack it full. Fuller. Pile it high. Higher. Why not? We’d let carbon do the work! Meanwhile some

other Pied Piper was peddling computers: COMPAQ could have stopped here . . . but we didn’t.

Introducing the new COMPAQ DESKPRO 286. More features, more speed, more power—

courtesy of a fossil or nuclear plant in some ecosystem somewhere.—We liked that; we piled it

all higher.As climate change progressed, for a very long time it masked itself. The “coal-mine-

fire pollution” imagined by Wylie would have been immediately unpleasant; but those wide

white plumes I saw rising from the skirt-shaped smokestacks of the John E. Amos coal-fired

power plant in Nitro, West Virginia, did not so much as tickle my throat; and a lady who lived

with them nearly in her back yard said: “Well, I been here all my life and it never bothered me.”*

And for a long time it did not bother the rest of us, either.What “it” was the 17th-century seeker

Van Helmont used to call gas sylvestre, while Black a century later referred to it as “fixed air.”

Of course “it” was carbon dioxide.In my 1976 Encyclopaedia Britannica lay two adjoining

entries. The one on “climatic change,” which presented our planetary situation much as would

the literature at the Kentucky Coal Museum almost 40 years later, spoke of warming and

cooling cycles. Then it told our fortunes:The cool-moist trend of the 1960s was of sufficient

magnitude and universality to suggest that the next few decades will continue to be on the cool

side in high latitudes and on the moist side in the tropics. Winters will more often than not be

colder and snowier than average, and more summers will be either cool or wet.But the entry on

“climate” guessed in the other direction:It seems that the 10 percent increase in the amount of

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere from the 1890s to the 1960s should tend to maintain a

somewhat warmer climate (on the average, the effect should be about 0.3° C or 0.5° F) than

that of the last century.When I happened upon this passage in 2016, I was disagreeably

amazed. In 1976 we knew that CO2 concentrations had been increasing for seven decades—a

long opportunity to have thought something and perhaps even done something.—Well, but as

the first entry showed, even in 1976 we did not quite understand what those concentrations

entailed.* The prophet of the cool-moist trend might not have been an ideologue at all; he

resembled one of those period science-fiction writers who could penetrate Venus’s clouds only

with speculations. Why shouldn’t Venus be warm and moist, rainy and jungly and crawling with,

for instance, intelligent amphibians? Being an Earth-like planet with a thick atmosphere, Venus

was presumably well endowed with oceans . . . Until the 1960s, the commonest picture . . . was



one which resembled the primitive Earth: steaming coal forests, swamps and—sometimes—

even dinosaur-like reptiles of great size. In many ways it is unfortunate that the concept of

Venus as a new Earth had to die, as it did once we’d linked the microwave radiation emitted by

Venus to hideous heat. Mariner 2 verified these readings; then came the Soviet landers, most

relevantly Venera 7, which reported a surface temperature of nearly 900° Fahrenheit before

falling silent.* Wondering and hesitating, the 1976 Britannica finally took a chance: Perhaps the

most promising explanation for the high surface temperature is . . . the so-called greenhouse

effect—for the Venusian atmosphere contained not only significant sulfur dioxide,* which can

increase global warming, but also, coincidentally enough, carbon dioxide (to the tune of

96.4%). The clouds let the sunlight in, but not out, and so the planet became, whether or not it

had ever otherwise been, unliveable. Preliminary calculations suggest that such a runaway

greenhouse effect could have occurred on Venus but not on the Earth because of the

difference in distance from the Sun of the two planets and the consequent difference in the rate

of temperature buildup.* Well, then, we could go back to sleep—especially since our ordinary

thermometers and shortlived terrestrial weathermen could prove no global temperature

increase.In 1980, when it happened to be said that the United States accounts for roughly one

half of the world’s total consumption of energy and produces substantially less than it

consumes, the United Nations and Petro-Canada held a symposium. They invited resource

extractors from around the world, and even a few bleeding hearts. It must have been the end of

November in Montréal, whose famous winter chill would have set reassuringly in, when the

man who would soon publish all their papers under the happy title Long-Term Energy

Resources addressed them:“Very often the point is made that the increase of CO2 in the

atmosphere will lead to a ‘greenhouse’ effect, an increase in temperatures worldwide, and the

melting of the polar ice caps. This theory is frequently mentioned, including in some of the

papers submitted to the Conference, but it is a theory that is out of date.”And he invoked the

climatologist Dr. George Kukla, who had opined that carbon dioxide may have a cooling effect.

Unfortunately, Dr. Kukla could not be present (I would have loved to read his remarks), but his

name must have been as good as gold—for thanks to him the greenhouse effect was now

forever disposed of!—The moderator continued: “I mention the latest research . . . in order, if

possible, to eliminate discussion of CO2 from the Conference.”To eliminate discussion of CO2

from the Conference! To you from the future that must ring high-handed, and worse! You might

accuse him of censorial ignorance, or of covering up for his petrochemical pals; in hindsight it

does ring to his discredit that very often the point about CO2 was being made in his hearing,

and yet he determined to eliminate discussion of it.Well, please forgive him. In his defense, and

ours, I would remind you that environmental change, which must be accelerating in your time,

remained deniable to, and denied by, our multitudes who lived their own lives, being served by

unseen sectors of a far-flung, hyper-specialized economy, whose unintended effects were

correspondingly invisible; so that even in the second decade of the 21st century, when I was

writing Carbon Ideologies, it seemed not at all preposterous to follow ancestral tradition, and

make my own short life the measure. Had I done so, my daughter would have been happier—

for how tedious I was, to go on and on about gloomy abstractions! Yes, cities were growing and

forests were slimming out; we could see that, but how could we be expected to grasp these

slower alterations, especially when our most ironclad climatological records went back only a

century or so? As you will see when we get to the sixth-grade science standards of the West

Virginia Board of Education,* such changes could be stoutly denied, and the denials maybe

even believed in by some of the deniers. In 1969 a paleontologist who certainly tried to take the

long view concluded:If the cause of these glacial conditions . . . is directed by recurrent



terrestrial or cosmic conditions, then man, unknowingly, is huddling memoryless in the pale

sunshine of an interstadial spring . . . He is a survival from a vanished world, a denizen of the

long cold of which he may yet be the returning harbinger.Meanwhile our lives ran on, as yours

probably will, with little concern for someone else’s dark future.That moderator of the Long-

Term Energy Resources symposium was, as were we all, a devoted specimen of faith. And just

before this he had recited our common creed:“Modern industry cannot operate without

electricity, and . . . electricity is today a necessity for our communications system and social

life.”*What was the work for?—I refuse to reply: Merely for consumerism, profiteering and

reptilian greed! For when L. L. Nunn wrote so long ago of lessening man’s toil by the use of a

wire,* his heart had been right. (Does that photograph of the old Bangladeshi woman sweatily

and wearily clutching her shocks of corn mean nothing to you?)—And at the symposium in

Montréal another good man now rose to speak. He was the Chief Scientist of the United

Kingdom Department of Energy. And he said: “Energy planners must never forget that hoped-

for increases in the standard of living of the world’s poor will result in increased energy

consumption to replace physical labor and prevent the exhaustion of limited wood

resources.”You from the future, are you listening? Please don’t say that we ruined you entirely

out of selfishness! Now hear the pleadings of some altruists from Oak Ridge National

Laboratory, published in 1982: Not to use oil and gas for as long as they are readily available

would be an act of irresponsibility and inhumanity on the part of those governments struggling

to provide for poor, expanding populations.During the previous year, our planet’s citizens had

produced 285 quadrillion BTUs of primary energy (we casually called them “quads”). Does that

figure bear more weight in italics? I could truthfully equate it with 57 billion barrels of oil, but

would that assist any merely human understanding? A single barrel of oil (42 gallons, 159

liters, 296 pounds internal weight) is barely comprehensible at something like 6.5 million BTUs*

—just enough (supposing the impossibility of perfect efficiency) to have manufactured 95

pounds of titanium in 1952. Why not say that we refined Himalayan mountains of carbon-based

substances, which our high priests offered up in smoke?The Oak Ridge altruists now admitted:

Burning fossil fuels will increase the level of CO2 in the earth’s atmosphere. This could become

a problem a half century from now . . . Intensive research is needed to increase our knowledge

about the factors that affect accumulation of CO2.(From the National Academy of Sciences,

1979: At present, the most serious man-made impact on climate in the next few centuries is

believed to be produced by the increasing concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere, as a result

of burning fossil fuels . . . Fortunately, it appears that the temperature changes due to

increased CO2 will not be detectable as such before the year 2000.)So they knew! Reader,

when you get to the coal, oil and fracking chapters of Carbon Ideologies, where you will hear,

for instance, a certain lobbyist expressing his “reservations as to man’s contribution” to climate

change, which “has always occurred and will always occur; I’m intrigued and even find it a little

humorous when I hear people say that the winters today are not what they were when I was a

child,” please remember that more than 30 years before, back in 1982, these brains at Oak

Ridge wrote in black and white: Burning fossil fuels will increase the level of CO2 in the earth’s

atmosphere.In their defense, intensive research is needed to increase our knowledge.(From a

biology textbook published in 1967: The rapid, very voluminous release of CO2 by man-made

combustions today may increasingly affect global climates . . . Carbon dioxide . . . has a

“greenhouse effect,” which in some measure probably contributes to the present warming up of

the earth. So even in 1967—49 years before I went to Oklahoma and found people still denying

it—a professor at Brown University was referring to “present warming”—but in some measure

probably did not equal certainly.)To comfort us, the Oak Ridge boys now prepared two curves



of projected carbon dioxide concentrations over time, the higher-sloping one (which would have

thrilled the ideologues you will meet in West Virginia) labeled COAL USE TO MEET ALL

ENERGY DEMAND and the lower one 1975 FUEL MIX. Even the all-coal curve stayed

obediently below 400 parts per million in the year 2000—as in fact happened. The caption

read: It is very improbable that atmospheric CO2 will reach 500 ppm before 2030.
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Everywhere, White Noise

Hans G. Ehrbar, “There is indeed something we can do. On p. 3, Vollmann says about the

world in which we all live and whosenatural wealth humanity is presently squandering

away:"Nothing can be done to save it; therefore, nothing needs to bedone." Had Vollmann

followed his own logic, he would not havewritten his two books. Why did he write them

anyway? Becausehe "felt ashamed of doing nothing" (p. 13). I am sure many otherreaders

feel the same way. Even if nothing they can do willavert the catastrophe, they do not want to

do nothing.Now why does the author consider writing books as doingsomething, isn't writing

books business as usual for authors?There is an important difference. As another Amazon

reviewersaid, these books are an "act of civil disobedience against thedictates of commercial

publishing." Vollman used his socialstanding as a famous writer in order to undermine the

restraintshe and other writers meet in the capitalist book publishingenvironment. He went to

the limits of what he could get awaywith to write a book which told the truth instead of pleasing

thereader.This should give other readers ideas what they can do. Thereader forgive me for

boasting what I myself did. Beforeretirement I was University professor. I shared Vollmann's

viewsthat our civilization will not survive the environmentaldegradation which humanity is

causing. I told my students thatthey were in for a tough ride in the second half of this

century,and I could back this up with science. Enrollment was low, butmany of those who

came to my classes were grateful because it wasso rare that someone told them the

unvarnished truth which was soimportant for them. My colleagues thought I was

violatingacademic standards, since I imposed my views on the studentsinstead of letting them

come to their own conclusion. Since Iwas tenured, they could not get rid of me easily,

therefore theytried to ignore me. I think I used my academic freedom to itslimits just as

Vollmann used his reputation as an author to hislimits.Now after my retirement I am paying

more attention to my ownlifestyle. I live in voluntary carbon-restrained simplicity. Ido not own a

car, I no longer fly, I heat or cool my home only toa minimum, I take vacations locally and try to

still have afulfilled life. And indeed, my life is interesting because sucha different lifestyle

creates many frictions. The most hurtful wasthat I have to disappoint my children because I

am not flying tobe a good grandfather to my grandchildren. My defense is: I amnot telling

others what they should be doing, and in return Iresist any social pressures and conventions

which force me to dowhat the others are doing.I added my own example to Vollmann's in order

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/Dxalo/No-Immediate-Danger-Volume-One-of-Carbon-Ideologies


to encourage othersto use their own social assets and leverage to undermine theconstraints

that keep everybody paralyzed. Because people DOcare whether civilization has a future or

not. Vollmann comesclose to saying this on p. 12 when he refuses to condemnindividual actors

who have best intentions even while destroyingthe future of their children. This tragic paradox

is not createdby individual weakness, but by the capitalist social relationswhich force everyone

to continue on the path to overconsumptiondisaster.”

Christopher O'Riley, “Essential work on climate change. I have read all of the work of the

astonishingly prolific American author, William T. Vollmann, from the obsessive beauty with

which he invokes the lives of junkies, whores and transvestites in San Francisco's Tenderloin

District (Whores for Gloria, The Royal Family, my favorite The Rainbow Stories, and volumes

more) to his National Book Award winning Europe Central, which follows various character

threads around WWII, including a conscienceful Nazi officer tasked with delivering poison gas

for the camps and who buries his loads til they become inactive, and the inner monologue of a

Leopold Bloom-sounding Dmitri Shostakovich, to his various studies of the downtrodden

exploited and suffering (his 7-volume Rising Up and Rising Down, Imperial, Poor People, An

Afghan Picture Book,) to his still-in-process Seven Dreams series of novels chronicling all

manner and history of the invasion of North America.His latest, Carbon Ideologies, is an

exhaustive study of the impact on our world by energy production. A 200pp Primer begins

Volume One: No Immediate Danger with numerous tables and incalculably informative studies

and data about all the impacts of all the various energies on our planet and societies, then

proceeds to focus on Nuclear Energy, specifically the aftermath of the Fukushima disaster.

Volume Two: No Good Alternative, which I'm reading now, covers the rest: Coal, Oil,

Fracking.This is formidable and essential work, of course to little use to those who won't or

more likely can't read it.Vollmann is peerlessly important.”

Brian S., “Eyeopening details on climate change and nuclear power. No Immediate Danger is

an extremely informative book. I wasn't familiar with William Vollmann, but his analysis on

climate change has incredibly detailed information on carbon emissions and the Fukushima

disaster.Vollmann is an excellent writer. The book contains a considerable number of photos as

well as scientific information. The photos and most of the scientific information are clear.

Vollmann is a bit obsessive about going into details, but I believe that's simply part of his

charm.”

A. Freimann, “The most important book of our time. One of the most important books of our

time. If Jeff Bezos read this book, he'd realize two things.. We need a base on Mars to assure

humanity of its continuation, and if not we need to get up off our collective asses and save our

environment. The earth will be just fine without life as know it on the planet.”

m wilson, “Emergency on planet Earth - details here!. This book is the final word on global

warming and a final warning, also a call to arms. If you care about climate change - or if you

don't! - read this book!”

N.Ramesh, “Good reference book. Good reference book”

Pradeep, “Climocalypse.... Magnum opus of climate change. Most definitive.”

Daniel Adoue, “Edifiant et glaçant à la fois. Une analyse férocement efficace des raisons qui



nous ont conduit à la catastrophe climatique qu'on connait. Le livre s'adresse aux générations

futures et tente de répondre aux questions qu'elles ne manqueront pas de se poser à notre

propos. Comment avons-nous pu en arriver là... édifiant et glaçant à la fois...”

The book by William T. Vollmann has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 50 people have provided

feedback.
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